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But unto him that will defend thee still ;
For this be sure, the fort of fame once won,
Farewell the rest, thy happy days are done!
Many desire, but few or none deserve
To pluck the flowers, and let the leaves to
fall;
Therefore take heed; let fancy never swerve
But unto him that will take leaves and all;

Many desire, but few or none deserve
To cut the corn not subject to the sickle,

Therefore take heed ; let fancy never swerve,
mowers’

minds are

For this be sure, the crop being once obtained,
Farewell the rest, the soul will be disdained.
Sir

—

Walter

Raleigh.

GAO ETA TTC;
LS A

THE NEW YORK CHURCH.
[History of the First Free Baptist

church, of

New York city,prepared by E. W. Page, Esq.,

both

Sunday-school,

Hyde

and
B

E.

W.

On the 15th of July,

1861,

many changes and removals, from a little

as he did to conquer.

sense,

had

accumulated - about

twenty

of Rev. James

L. Phillips were

as stated supply for
was not expected to
as he was pursuing
preparation to’ go as

secured,

in his wages of which the good old patri-

church together, but aided much

vitality in it,

connected with Free Baptist churches in
other places, met at the house of Bro.
Ezekiel Page, No. 53 Vestry St., for consultation. After prayer and conference,

after the church was organized,
‘« Seventeen have been added

hall,

on

the third

floor,

was at once engaged, and the next Sabbath evening the first prayer meeting was
held,and thereafter each Sabbath evening

until the 25th of February, 1849. These
prayer meétings, always small in attendance, were always
refreshing.
More

nine

in its

a number
young

people's prayer meetings will be long reinembered as seasons of peculiar blessing.

he says,
by letter

In Nov., 1863, after Bro.

Phillips

left,

MISSION

Jacob

CONDUCTED

under.

the blessing

of

number thirty-two, but the audience is “Heath, from Bates College Theological
scarcely equal to that of Bro. Farrant School. came and preached for. about six
when he closed his labors, which then
months.
On his leaving, the services of
averaged about seventy-five.” The same Rev. Charles S. Perkins were secured . as
He labored dilireport shows more than one thousand qol- pastor for one year.
lars raised during the time for expenses— gently and with acceptance.
But the
an honorable record surely for so small a want of a pastor for a portion ofthe time
after Dr. Graham left, and the frequent
band of brethren.
There were annoyances connected with changes of supplies, diminished the conthe hall in 127 Grand St. that made it gregation and membership, so that in
seem best to change, #11 on the first of May, 1864, the church numbered but 116,
DiscourageMay, 1851, we removed. to the corner of —38 males and 78 fernalgs.
Broadway and Grand Sts. to a military ments also arose in financial matters.
hall, hired for the Sabbath only, where The burden of interest on the debt and
al
t got

lll

butthe

promise

to

two

or

three

never

failed of its fulfillment.
The Home Mission Board acted favorably upon the application for aid, and sent
Rev. Silas Curtis to open public meetings
if he thought best after investigation.
Accordingly, on his advice, the lectureroom of Stuyvesant Institute (a medical
college), at No. 639 Broadway, was en-

gaged for the Sabbath, and the first pub-

lic meeting held there Feb. 25, 1849, and
thereafter each Sabbath until the first of

May following. Rev, Mr. Curtis remained and preached for four Sabbaths, when
Rev. Ransom Dunn, who had been appointed by the Home Mission Board to
labor with

On

us,

the third

entered

Sabbath

upon

his work.

of our meetings,

March 11, 1849, a Sabbath-school was

or-

ganized.
- The hall of Stuyvesant Institute was
not found a desirable place for holding
meetings, and a hall at No. 127 Grand
St. was hired for the year,

from

the first

of May, 1849, and fitted up at an expense
of about five hundred dollars, which

was

advanced and finally given to the Society
by Bro. Ezekiel Page.
The church removed there the first Sabbath of May,
1849.
At this time a legal organization was formed to care for the temporal
affairs of the meeting. A Ladies’ Sewing
or Benevolent Society was also formed,
which rendered very efficient aid to the
cause, contributing material to the prosperity of the Society, especially at the
time of purchasing the house of worship

in Sullivan St. and the
28th

St. church,

building of the

contributing

in some

single years as much as one thousand dollars in aid of the church.
The social
meetings of this Society, besides being a

means of collecting funds, were a great
help in forming acquaintance and interesting strangers

in the

church.

Fairs

want of harmony in action caused weakness and made the burdens seem greater,
and it was proposed to sell or exchange
our house of worship,and so rid ourselves
ot the debt. This was strongly resisted
by a few who had borne the burden in accamulating the means and securing the

tember 21st, 1851.
dious and pleasant

good position we then held,

This was
house.

a

commo-

The annual report to the Home Mission
Board at this time says, ¢ Our congregation averages
one
hundred.
Church
members, 66—31 males and 34 females.

Added by baptism, 16, by letter, 15.
Hopeful conversions, 11. Number in Sabbath school and Bible classes, 75.” Two
years after this another report gives the
congregation at 150, church membership
at 102, Sabbath-school,

135.

' Rev. John Frederic Farrant, late. from
Manchester, Eng., came by request of the
“Board to labor with us, and entered upon
Sf his labors May 27, 1849.

Under

his

la

bors the congregation constantly increas-

ed,and on the 9th of December following,
the church was organized, one year after
the first meeting was held. Revs. AK,
Moulton, Enoch Mack, Charles Ames and

J. F. Farrant, Free Baptists, and Rev.
Mr. Gibbs, Congregationalist, by invita-

be-

“But the burden of the debt was so blind-

After worshiping in Sullivan St. nearly
six years,we became convinced that the locality was not a favorable one for a small
churchto gain the success desired. A
brewery on one side, and foreign population largely occupying the locality, it was
thought best to remove.
We therefore
sold the house of worship and removed to

ing, that a majority was finally secured in
favor of a change, and in September,
1865, we removed to the house of worship

in 17th Street near 6th Avenue, which
had been secured by exchange, and we
were free from debt.
After Rev. Mr. Perkins's time expired,

nded)

in

February, 1858, when, by an arrangement

with

the

Congregational church

St., near 7th Avenue, we

in 20th

worshiped with

them, they being without a pastor, our
pastor ministeringto the united congregations,
it Saal
This arrangement centinued until the
first of May, 1859. In July, 1858, lots
were purchased in 28th St., near Broadway, and a church built during that and
the year following, at_a,
cost of $34,500.

Of this sum we paid
mortgage . of $19,000
From May to November,

property.

1859, our-pastor

was absent a part of the time, soliciting
funds ta aid in the erection of the new
church, and was quite successful.
DurV. Elliot

the church,

and D. Grosbeck,

members

supplied the pulpit.

of

From

the first.of May, 1859, to the first of November, we worshiped in Hitzelberger’s
hall in 8th Avenue, near 20th St.
5

On the first Sabbath of November,1859,
we dedicated our new house in 28th St.,
Rev. Geo. T. Day, D. D., of Providence,

R. I., Rev. Geo.H. Ball, D. D., of Buffalo, N. Y., and our pastor, Rev. Dr.

and

served

as

sions were secgred.
The membership increased from Bo pounder his labors.
Rev. Robert

$15,500, leavinga Blake.

on the

1865,

Cameron

He commenced

succeeded

his labors

Bro.

the

first Sabbath of Oct., 1870, and continued

be

able to pay the balance due on the purThe
chase of the, 25th Street church.

by the Fi-

months

there-

$3,500.

years ago,

church

- This

edifice

with organ and furniture,ghe church
been able to purchase for 8

has

500.alhough

bor. - Here for a season a good

degree of

with

has. been

has, notwith-

conversions, and.

by

mostly

it,

it now

enters this large house and better locality

for labor fully united:
The opening,
was, as seemed

occupying the forenoon
peculiarly appropriate,

first and for twelve years its superintendaddresses

were made by the pastor,

ent,

ed to sell to advantage it was thought best

with the church before going to India
were peculiarly touching.
In the afternoon; after the. history of

past and took new courage for future la- Meetings were first, held there January
24, 1875, and there the church

has

wor-

the

cauae

N-3

missions

WA

Is

prove

that

it requires

less:

in Burmah without witnessing. one conversion,
some
‘one in Ameriéa
¢ possibly
one
who never
believed in foreign missions)
asked
him
what
the
prospects
were.
That hero heart answered,—* The

prospects

are as bright

as

the

promise$

of God can make them.”
Let the pious reader
dwell upon the sure promises of God and then:
look out upon our white harvest field im Midnapore and Balasore, waiting for reapers..
Is
it not sad as well as suggestive, that the chief

has

S

amply

money invested in foreign missions pays best
of all.
i
After Judson had labored full seven years

limitations to our work in India are those imposed by the churches in America ? No richer
harvest field invites oir labor.
No larger
sheavesthan those that cheer the reaper over
there.
Yet why waitsthe harvest?
Because
we have fancied that ten or ‘twelve men and.
|. Women can answer the demands of threes and —

workof our
Why?
' breth-

[16

of expense,

of those who are ever pressing that old question:
¢ Does it pay?
Figures jprove that

a half millions of souls! Could we have one
devoted laborer for each hundred thousand
souls, then might we hope intelligently
success. Until this at least is done, how

for
can

weso glibly talk of occupying those two noble
districts of Bengal?
hy
Doubtless some have been

looking for

a re-

port ofthe Bible school fund. At present it
will suffice to say that we now lack about two
thousand dollars of completing the endow=
ment, provided all the pledges hold good. We
hope this will be the case. When this work
is done, a brief statement will be made con-

He is the recogniz-

1

score

money to convert the heathen than to convert people in Christian countries.
It is not .
pleasantto deal with this money feature of
the work, but it has to be done for the benefit

any-

have

onthe

cerning it. We heartily thank all who have’

10

en

sto

i

03
Bible

he

8¢hoo

ndowmen

enough to cover the interest on what is organize and direct the activities of the and earnestly hope others will do likewise membership.
To him they look for without delay, so that early in June, whemthe : unpaid on the church.
year expires, since the subscription was:opens. It will ed, it may be finished.
This church is situated in one of the plans; him will they follow.
sometimes
require
no
small
amount
of
It is nosecret that our foreign missionary best localities for our people in the city—
not in the most aristocratic portion, but work and talk and preaching to get it treasury is worse off than empty; it i® overa locality occupied largely by the we'l- well established, and then it must be drawn, so much so, that recent remittances to to-do middling class. The edifice is of looked after carefully, that it may be kept India have taken not one cent for the support
The most perfect ma- of the native preachers and the schools. The
brick, with brown stone front, with tur- running correctly.
plain, practical question for every friend’
Is chine must have power applied to it and of the mission to consider is this—Shall the
rets and stained glass windows.
size is 60 by 90ft. Size of lot, 80ft. front be looked after with careful supervision native preachers be dismissed, and the schools
and rear, by 100ft. deep. The basement to insure its perfect action and the best broken up? Will it pay? Think how much we
Somebody must continually look owe to the native agency, and how much the
has, besides furnace, coal-room and c.os- results.
schools promise to contribute towards future
ets, a Sabbath-school room to accom- after and care for it. So with this sys- and permanent success in that field. We have
tem
of
giving.
It
wil
not
run
itself,
it
modate 500 to 600 children, with Bible
only a few native preachersand the best paid
must be superintended after it is well in- ones do not receive a salary of ten dollars a
class-rooms, and social paclors, carpeted
and light and pleasant. The audience troduced and even after it has been in op- month? Think of it, beloved brethren in this
Various objec- Christian land. Why, the tobacco money of
room, well cushioned and carpeted, with eration for sometime.
tions will be made against it at first, and just one of our churches, that I know of,would
side and front galleries, will comfortably
some of these will re-appear from time to pay all the native preachers in the mission!
seat an audience of twelve hundred.
It costs only twenty dollars a year to’ keep a
and
tone
Many who have approved of it child in school there! Who will vote to have
time.
It has a large organ of fine
few
a
in
put
when
and
used
it,
will
carelessly
drop
the
costing
great power,
those schools closed at Balasore, Jellasore,

after the church worshiped for a part of
each Sabbath in the 28th Street Disciples’
house of worship, our former place of
worship.. The location of the 17th Street
house was found unfavorable to the growth
of the church, and.as an opportunity offer-

to do so and seek a better locality,
The Chapel in 29th Street, west of 9th
Graham, officiating.
This was a memorable day for the church. Amid grateful’ Avenue, was purchased not. with a view of
tears and: hearty thanksgivings to Al- remaining there, but to have a home
mighty God we forget the struggles of the while looking for a permanent place.

and

This single point is of itself enough to-

Be it known that the statistics of the: largest

G. C. WATERMAN,

matter

Secretary,

almost always have.

for nearly five years, closing his pastor- a Sabbath-school service. The Christian
ate in July, 1875, with a membership’ of education of our children lays the founda184.
. tion for sturdy Christian workers in
While Bro. Cameron was with the our churches. After a history of the
church the house in 17th-Street was sold. school for the twenty-nine years of its
The last meeting was held there March existence given by Bro. E. W. Page, its
29, 1874, and for several

States.

silence all caviling

success of the whole matter lies almost
wholly in the hands of the pastor. What
he desires and is intent upon having,
among his people, in this respect, he can

pastor,

the first Sabbath

has been greater in India than in the United

TO PASTORS.

nancial

look

years, it would be found in our mission, as in
others, that in proportion to the number. of
ministers engaged in the work, the increase:

ward this method of contribution ? - The

pastor for about two years, the member- standing the poor locality of the Chapel
ship of the church increasing during his in which it has worshiped, been greatly
labors from 116 to 135.
| blessed .in its work, enjoying almost
| Rev. Charles E. Blake was Bro. Nut. constant revival, the Chapel at times beting's successor, and entered upon his ing far too small to accommodate the eaits
crowded
pastorate the first of November, 1867,and ger throngs that have
remained for three years.
His labors doors. As. a result of these labors the
were blessed. A good degree ofharmony church has been permitted to welcome
prevailed and quite a number of conver- to its communion 104 new members,

till

pastor,

REV,

And I have no doubt that could we

into the statisticsof the work for these: forty

all you might to introduce and carry for-

bath in November,

worshiped

chosen

ca.

ren of . the pastorate, have not dong quite

we

was

en fruit God has given to cheer the toilers over
the sea, and their earnest supporters in Ameri-

-io

self to their good sense. Its practical
ings are good.
And yet many
churches have not adopted it.
Is it not sometimes because you,

and entered upon hi$ labors the first Sab-

Nutting

pleased God to save from the darkest 'pagan+
ism through the instrumentality of the Free
Baptist mission in India. Rich, ripe and gold

thing to.say againstit.
If. commends. it-

. We append the following description
of the place of worship occupied by this
church, May 5, and an account of the exercises at that time:
The new church isa large and beautiful edifice and it is entered substantially
By this is meant that
free from debt.
when they are able to sell their Chapel

Bleeker hall in Bleeker St., near Morton
St., the first Sabbath of May, 1857, where

Rev. J. P.

in faith,” and many others likewise; whom it

been under discussionso long that, probably, most of our readers have a tolerably clear idea of what the system is. Few
who understand the plan, especially if

it cost, and was worth a few years ago,
more than double this amount.
years
" The church during the two
Rev. N. L. Rowell, its present efficient

were held. They were conducted strictly.
on Christian principles, excluding all lotteries and games of chance, post-offices, ing his absence, brethren James Higgins,
grab-bags, &e., and were - very successful.
May 21, of this year, 1849, Rev. Mr.
Dunn left us, having received a call from
the Free Baptist church of Boston, Mass.

as they

lieved the increase in value of the property would be much more each year than
the amount of the interest should it be
added to the debt. In the end their
judgment proved correct, as in less than
ten years after we parted with the property at forty thousand dollars, the church
then owning it were offered and refused
one hundred and ten thousand dollars for
it.

preachers, and of Rama Mishra, Bhikari Naika,
and Mahes Chandra Rai, who were Bengali’
and Oriya preachers, are familiar to many
readers of the Morning Star. * These all died

WORK.

they have given it a fair trial,

in 29th Street, just vacated, they will

Hutchins and Daniel P. €illey, whe were Santa}

the

cieties by the cards prepared

ed

ray of carnal weapons in full view, until,
for appearance’s sake, our charity covered them with a mantle.
In the following
September, we were enabled to purchase
the house of worship in Sullivan St., near
Hou ton St., and removed, and opened it
for public worship on the Lord's day,Sep-

preached

To him be all the glory for the

hundreds of converts now organized into
Christian churches, and for those who have:
passed over the flood and are forever safe in
heaven. Ofthe departed the names of Elias

od of raising funds for our Benevolent So-

Zion

pep pp pat

ions of India.

We have from time to time said what
seemed advisable in regard to the meth-

salts than in the past. And for this let all
interested in the prosperity of our
most devoutly pray.

BY

A WORD

God it is to be hoped, now thai we have
secured a good house, in a good locality,
free from debt, that the same devotion
and persistent laber of the past, with the
added experience of nearly thirty years,
| will secure in the future far greater re-

Rev.E. B. Fernald supplied the pulpit for
a short time. Tn May, 1864, Rev. A. H.

whole

and

who

a"er.
en, ah

arch complained most bitterly, has. some

of additions on profession of faith during

months

and four on profession,making the

There were quite

Thanks be unto God for all that he has enabled us to accomplish for the benighted mill-

expended in establishing the church
was money well invested.
:
The future for the church is promising ; with the same devotion and earnest
faith in the future that has characterized
itas a church thus far, they may expect from year to year the Divine blessing
and a glorious harvest of souls. E. W. P.
New York, May 6.

record shows. - A church that can endure
twelve removals and still live, two more

did. His able preaching and efficient aid
in prayer meetings not -only kept the

that pagan land ?

tablished, have been present they would
have felt that the few thousand dollars

it i$ considered

changes than Laban inflicted upon

the

first sermon, and the H. M. Board under whose auspices the church was es-

not show

pastoral labor during the time than he

‘balance

Home Mission Board,

that the founders were persons without
experience in church labors in the city,
tegether with the want of means,
and losses by frequent removals, it is a
cause of devout thanksgivingto Almighty
God that the church has been able to attain so good a degree of success as this

Few ministers, however, performed more

In his
Board

the history does

large success, yet, when

the Sabbath, but he
do any pastoral werk,
his medical studies in
a missionary to India.

the two years of his labor, and his

1850,

Although

thousand dollars’ worth of property. Appropriate resolutions were passed by the
church on the resignation of Dr. Graham,
and entered in full on the church records.
On the first of October, 1861, the service

M. Graham was Mr. Far-

made in September,

In conclusion alléw me to say that this
is but a bare outline without embellishment, or even any attempts at filling up
the outline. The patient solicitude, the
earnest crying to the Throne of grace,and
the abundant blessing of a covenant keeping God can not be put upon paper, but
are in the book of his remembrance.

During his pastor-

band of scarcely a score in number to a
membership of nearly one hundred and
fifty, and from nothing, in a pecuniary

cauged his death on the 27th of August,
1850, at the age of 28 years. This was a
dark period for the feeble church. Never
were pastor and people more endeared to
each other in the same space of time, and
to the church especially his scholarly and
eloquent sermons, his deep piety and
warm sympathies, had won so large a
place in their hearts as to make his ‘death
a terrible blow.
But the seed he had
sown took root and bore fruit. The foundations he laid still remain.

eleven years,
Home Mission

tory, is five hundred and fifty-six.

ments that few would have borne up under, and fewer still would have been able

ness. A partial paralysis attacked him
in June following, but he continued his
labors till the end of the year, when he
was obliged to give up all labor.
The

Rey. Daniel

discourage-

was raised toward paying

applies to our denominational work in British
India. Lo these forty years we have been
reaping as we have sown.
Had we attempted greater things, and had we expected
greater things, who ‘doubts that our record
would have been a brighter and nobler one in

cord, on *“ the power of a Christian life”
from
Matt. 5:16, ¢‘ Let your light so
shine,” &o.
:
The day was one of peculiar interest. Much of the
1s lived over
again by the few yet remaining of the
early workers, and all were made
to
feel that the church has a rich legacy
in the constancy, zeal and patient endurance of those who, through discouragements and long years of trial, have
persevered in establishing a Free Baptist- church in the city of New York.
Could the honored Treasurer of the

the twenty-nine years of the church’s his-

ate the church had increased, despite its

under

sermon
funds,
to the
and as
dollars

to a large audience by Rev. Samuel Col-

dismissals and deaths, so that the figures
do not show the numbers added under
each pastorate, but the net increase. I
find the t8tal number of additions durin

zation, but was not permitted to labor as
such but a short time, on account of ill-

and

glory of the church.” After the
the pastor made an appeal for
Bro. Phillips also added force
appeal by a few stirring words,
a result a little over one thousand

due on the purchase of the house. In the
evening an
-able sermon ‘was preached

I have given the number after deducting

rant was chosen as pastor at the organi-

difficulties

resignation,

was chosen, and commenced his work
December 26, 1875.
During the little
more than two years of Mr. Rowell’s
labors with the church, the membership
has increased from 184 to 257.
In stating the number at each period,

amid

alittle more than
first report to the

an Odd Fellow's

After Rev. Mr, Cameron's

Rev. N. L. Rowell, the present pastor,

Page were chosen as deacons. At the organization of the church E. W. Page was
elected church clerk and served for eleven consecutive years. Rev. John F. Far-

In the winter of 1848, n few families residing in the eity of New York, formerly

it was decided to. hold prayer meetings

8th Avenues.

ing a pastorate of more than eleven years,

Ezekiel

prosperity.

=
uy
3
”
1.4
Ba
lsr-to
each-Sabbath-evening;and-to-apply-to-the
Home Mission Society to aid in establishing. Free Baptist meetings in the city.
Twelve persons
were present, iit
brethren and four sisters.
A hall at the
corner of Canal and Hudson Sts., used as

The

Rev. Dr. Graham, resigned,thus terminat-

and

rant's successor, and commenced his labors March 17, 1850, and was pastor for

:

shiped and labored with good success until the present removal, May 5, 1878, to
the church in 25th Street between 7th and

in

the pastor,

and read at the opening of their church edifice,
in 25th St., between 7th and 8th avenues, May

5, 1878. ]

meth tomeiniin

and

efforts,

responsibilities of the church.

disease progressed rapidly thereafter, and

For this be sure, the flower once plucked
away,
:
Farewell the rest, thy happy days decay !

stand, for

P.

January 2, 1850, V-. Elliot

Many desire, but few or none deserve
To win the fort of thy most constant will,
. Therefore take heed, let fancy never swerve

our

the church. Their names were as fol- membership of the church in June, 1860,
lows: Volney Elliot, E. W. Page, Rev. ‘was 141, with a ‘congregation of about
'
Enoch Mack, Rev. J. F. Farrant (the first 200,
Shortly after this, in the absence of the
pastor), Henry P. Hyde, John J: Allen,
W. H. Stoddard, William Price, Sarah pastor in Europe, difficulties arose and
Page, Ann Elliot and Rebecca T. Lam- the church was greatly hindered in its
bert. Two others who united soon after work. But,as is generally the case, those
were among the most efficient workers who had originated the difficulties soon
from the first, and should be really con- left the church, while those who bad been
made to suffer still remained firm in their
sidered as constituent members,—Ezekiel
Page and Melissa L. Page.
But two of attachments, and readyto help bear the

the constituent. members are now with the

15, 1878.
3
WEDNESDAY, MAY

But constant
fickle;

the church

and three females united in constituting

RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

A WEEKLY

prosperity attended

Eight males

”

STAR,

MORNING

THE

tion, constituted the council.

by Rev. Samuel Colcord, preacher to the
Chickering hall congregation, and Rev.
Jas. L. Phillips, all full of enthusiasm
and point. Many of the reminiscences

of Bro. Phillips while. he was

the church

given

by

preached

laboring

above, a sermon

Rev. J. Hyatt Smith,

was

of

Brooklyn, from Rev.2:1. ‘* Who walketh
in the midst of the seven ‘gelden. candlesticks.” Subjeet, *¢ Unity, perfection and
’

habit at the end of the year

unless

care-

fully looked after. .You will find in most
. churches some one or more who
sist in doing this, but you

will as-

will, probably,

have to keep an eye oh it year after year
to insure its complete success.

We must

all remember thatitis to a large extent a
work of education that
in,

By and by, if we

we are
keep

on

engaged
steadily

Santipore and Midnapore? Please speak quick
ly. No, your very silence shuts them!
Early next September, it is hoped, some o
the returned
missionaries may embark for

Calcutta.

How

can they go without taking

with them a strong reinforcement
of fresh:
young helpers? The Board voted the other day
in Boston to
send out if possible at least two:

new men

and their

wives

and

three single:

Is it possible? Beloved pastors,
women.”
what answer? As one of those hoping and
longing to resume workin India, I can not

and patiently for a few years, we shall
have churches in which it will be an esbear the thought of going back without at
tablished thing, in which there will be an least theseven new workers. Even then we
officer or a committee charged with the shall be few and weak enough over there.
duty of looking after the details of the. Leaders of Israel, is our ¢lvim unjust or our

system, and well qualified to do it, by

years of experience
under judicious
pastoral
supervision.
Then perhaps
you or your successors. may be relieved
of some of the work and responsibility
which now rests upon you in this matter,
but for the present, for some years, perhaps, it will be necessary in most of our
churches for you to watch diligently over
the practical workings of the system. ‘ Be
not weary in well-doing.”
You would

find some things

more

agreeable, per-

haps, but very likely most of us will never be more usefully engaged than when
weare at work in promoting and developing the plan of systematic giving in our
churches.
:
The

Foreign Mission Outlook.
BY

DR,

JAMES

L.

PHILLIPS.

[7

William Carey’s motto was this :—“ Attempt
great things for God; expect great things of
@od.” That pioneer missionary was true to
his moto, hence he lived to accomplish * great
things” in India.
In foreign as in home

work results'depend largely

on the measure

of faithin the laborer’s heart,
Not to the
two blind men only was it said, “Accordingto
your faith be it. unto you.” Every Christian

worker's success depends: upon his faith in
God and in the [work he has commissioned
him
to do. How squarely and forcibly this

-

-

plea unworthy?

How easily it might
might send

be

in twenty

done! How

dollars

each,

many:
making

themselves life members of the ¥.M. Society, -and lifting a heavy burden fromr off weary
hearts! If all our churches would send in at
once ten cents

offering

a memberas

a special

freewill

towards the . reinforcement, the first

steamer of September would bear away a
strong relief corps to cheer that devoted band '
Once more we implore:
of toilers in India.

the rich brethren and sisters to. help-us:-

Oni

a tombstone in aw English eliurchyard« is this
inscription:

“ What

gave away I saved.”
ly wisdom to fathom
little sentence.

I kept

I

lost;

what

Itrequires true heaventhe philosophy of that

Would

that

those among

us

who have the riches of this world might learn
it! And would

that

every

have more of that mind

soul

which

of us might

was in Him

who, though He was rich, yet for our sakes
became poor, that. we through his poverty

might be made rich, ‘Who
for the reinforcement?
Lee

will respond first
:

pp

pracAs prayer is the food and breath of all
tical religion, so secret prayer in particular is
of vast importance; insomuch that I verily
believe that if a man were to keep a particular and accurate journal of his own heart but
for one month, he would find as real and exact a correspondence between the temper of
his soul at the seasons of secret. devotion and
in other parts of his life, as we find between
the changes of the barometer and the weather.
— Doddridge.
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evil, that

moral

brave to resist and defy

Conmunications.

the integrity which stands in these days
upright before every idol of sin, God will

v

QUESTIONS

AND

NOTES

(For Questions

THE
GOLDEN

BY PROF.

see Lesson

FIERY'

TEXT:

J. A. HOWE.

18 able todeliver us from the

we serve

burning fiery

Daniel--3:21-27.

Notes and Hints,

Notice the act of the king (1) in itself;
that it was the erection of an image, or
idol of Belus, God of Babylon, that it was

covered with gold, that it was ninety feet
high and nine feet wide at the base. An
obelisk of Heliopolis, near Cairo, six and
a half feet square at the base, and sixty

feet high, has stood for more than two
thousand years.
‘Egyptian obelisks
range,” says Stuart, ‘from four and onehalf to twelve feet wide at the base, and.

from fifty to one hundred and fifty feet in
hight.” In harmony with these proportions are the measurements of this image.
‘The cost of this image,to an Oriental despot of that age, was of small consequence. The image was made of wood,
or of Babylonian brick. (2) To notice the
act, in its design.

This

was

to

do two

things: To honor the god Belus; to give
renown‘to Nebuchadnezzar.
Notice the
character of these three men. They were
Jews, captives,

conscientious

and brave

to do right. Their offense was refusal to
bow before this golden idol ; their loyal-

ty to Jehovah.

”

¢¢ Then these men.”

Shadrach, Meshach

and Abednego.,
Their Jewish names
were respectively Hananiah, Mishael,
Azariah. They belonged to the noble
families of Judah.
Fidelity to God became to them, exiles in Babylon as they
were, a patriotic duty.
Besides, Daniel
-'was daily a teacher and example of loyalty te God.
,
“¢ Coats,” *“ hosen,” * hats.” Instead
the true meaning is wide trousers, tunics,

and mantles.
These are named to show
the haste in executing the order of the
enraged king.
“Fiery furnace.”
A

smelting furnace, like a brick kiln, with

an opening at the top, with

a mouth’ or

———————openspace-at—the
bottom; “on vie side.
“¢ Because the king's commandment was
urgent.” He required the furnace to be

made seven times hotter than usual.

Ie

only meant, of course, intensely hot.
“4 Slew those nen.” The fire Lelched out
of the door of the furnace and overcame
the -executioners,

not, however,

so

as to

- defeat the casting in of these three loyal
- souls: So, often the tools of wrong, vice
- and erime hurt those who use them. “And

- these men.”
they
great

were.

Men in the highest sense

Men

principles;

who dared stand
—who

dared

by

fy the

greatest.of. despots; who dared bow to
- conscience and to God, but dared not
- bow to.wooden idols. Young men in our
- day need more of that spirit which will

«mot bend the knee to any god of passion,

avarice, power or impiety.
““ The king
was astonied.”
Word
vwas brought to him of the unharmed con“dition of these Jews, and the king, astonished, rose up-in haste and went near

enough to see -them for himself.
The
king knew that his atrocious act involved
:a conflict of gods. The God of Judah
was insulted and defied by Nebuchadnezzar, the agent of Belus. Henge, the king
‘was astonished, and yet ready to believe

that Jehovah

had rescued his servants.

““ Le,I see four men.” Whether the counselors of the king saw the fourthis not
said. They could nothelp seeing Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego.
¢ The
Jorm of the fourth is like the Son of God.”
In correct translation, Nebuchadnezzar
had no knowledge of
Like “a son of the

the Son of God,
gods,” he said.

Hence, the. “ fourth” was an angel of
God, like him who came to Peter and
opened the gates to the apostle. * Came
near lo the mouth.” The king, warned by
the fate of the soldiers who executed his
worder, had remained at a safe distance.
Now he comes near to the door of the
- furnace.

4 Servants of the most high God.’ This
‘deliverance, the king at once attributed

to God, the God of the Jews.
«alls

God

“the most high”

The king
because he

‘Was go impressed by what God had done.
“! Come forth and come hither.”
They
had waited in the fire to hear this call.
In coming the “fourth” disappeared from

dhe sight of the king.

the calamities which befell Jerusalem
on account of its frequent apostasies and
lapses into idolatry, it was the only city
contemporaneous with the great cities
of Asia and Africa that was preserved
until the coming of the Christ. Thebes

began to decline 800 years before our

Connected History.
The well known
story of the ‘ Three Worthies,” the preceding verses of this chapter contain.

This call, twice

bidding them to come, shows the mental
‘excitement of the speaker.
‘* Came forth
«of the midstof the fire.” By the same pow_ er that enabled them to walk unharmed in

Rev.

J.

M. W.

Farnham,

writing

I have often thought I would tell you
how I spent a day. After breakfast and
family prayers I went to the Sundayschool, which I superinténd and in which
I alsoteach a Bible class. In the Bibleclass I had the usual number present,
ten, six males and four females.
One
who had been reclaimed from a disreputable life, has been for many years an
earnest and devoted Christian,
‘When

study of the International Lessons for
the present quarter that notwithstanding

FURNACE.

Jurnace?—Daniel 3:17.

[The

from
Shanghai,
China, gives
the following
account. of
how he spent the Sabbath :]

CONTEMPORANEOUS History.
It deserves to be noticed byall engaged in the

Papers.)

“ Our God whom,

A DAY'S WORK.

.

reward here and hereafter.

Sabbath - School Lesson.--May 26.

era. Memphis was desolated in the
seventh century BC. by Asarbanipal.
Xenophon led his 10,000 Greeks over
the site of ancient Nineveh 400 years
B.C., and discovered neither sign nor
trace of the once powerful capital of
Assyria. Five hundred and thirty-six
years B. C. Cyrus captured Babylon, and
its demolition began. The Jews were

she united with

the church,

elders asked her how she

past life.

one

of the

felt about her

The tears came to her eyes as

she spoke with humble confession
great

sin, and

added,

of her

‘I believe

God

has for Christ’s sake forgiven me.”
She
was received, and from that day to this
restored, the temple rebuilt,
and the we have had no reason to doubt her sinpurpose of God to give the world a cerity. I have lately seen good signs of
Saviour from the royal line of Davjd growth in grace. The way she seems to
was in the end executed. The gréat
monarchies of Asia and Egypt had (drink in the truth, whether listening to
fallen.
Their colossal
crimes
had preaching or instruction in the Bible class,
wrought their decay and degradation. shows she loves it. In her life, too,
But the Divine Word stood sure.
Out she has lately been far more active and
of Judah eame the deliverer. When aggressive; going from house to house
all the law and all the Prophets had been
fulfilled in Christ, then Jerusalem ceased amongst the neighbors, seeking to bring
to be the Holy City, and the Divine them to Christ.
Kingdom moved forward to take posJust at the close of the school, four
session of the world. The fullness of Buddhist priests came into the class.

time had come.

Until

thén,

Jerusalem

After

was indestructible. History may have
involvements and obscurities, but it is
not a chaos, not a succession of accidents.

the school

was

closed,

I

had a

talk and long argument with them.
One of them was very
able in arEvents have never come from chance.
gument and used much the same forThere is a sovereign Ruler who knows mulas in speaking of Buddha as we do
whither he is leading. the train of ages,
I gave
him
and by what way
he will accomplish in speaking of Jesus.
his
vast designs.
‘* History,” says an outline of the evidences of Christianity,
Guizot, “is God in action.”
It is, says and hope and pray that what I said may
Carlyle, ¢ the supreme art,” for it con- not be lost upon them.
tains all knowledge of whatever sort
Ihad engaged with a friend to go out
fundamental to philosophy, science and
with
a couple of native assistants for
religion.—
Ch. Intelligencer.
street
preaching. So, after Sunday-school,
—
we assembled in my study for prayer beTOBACCO
AND
SUNDAY-SCHOOLS. fore starting, and taking a good supply of
There ought to be a pretty vigorous
war commenced in.the Sunday-school short tracts set out. The assistants-are
against tobacco. It is the filth that hor- about twenty-five years of age, graduates
ders the stream of drunkenness.
When
of our boarding school and among its
once a boy has set his foot in that, he is choicest fruits.
About half a. mile away
liable to be whirled away by the fiercer
we
made
a
stand
in an open place and
torrent just beyond. Although there is
a growing sentiment against its use one of the young men began to speak.
among professing Christians, there is an In a few minutes he had fifty attentive
alarming increase in the habit itse]f. Boys, listeners, and before we closed there
especially, are fars more addictéd to its were probably one hundred present.
He
use thaW formerly. There is one point
glanced
rapidly
at
the
character
of
God,
that we have to pass nearly every day
where a cigar manufactory keeps out our relation to him, our fallen and lost
upon the sidewalk in a box the stems condition, and pointed them to the Sav—

L USe-in-|

their business. Invariably it is surrounded asthickly by boys asa sugar hogsbead is by bees. They, it is true, are of
the lower
and rougher
class, but
in the suburban town where we live, a
tobacco epidemic seized upon the boys
so streng that there were few, even of
the best families, that were not infected
by it. And there are few homes, anywhere,

so isolated or so secure

so that

all

the

«dds

but that,

are

in

his

favor. Teachers in the Sunday-school
|should
do all that they can to avert this
conflict or help the parent to a perfect
and easily won victory. The cigar is
the devil’s cloud by day and pillar of. fire
by night by which heis leading hosts of
boys and young men away
from the
promised land instead of into it.—S. S.
Teacher.

in this

but

Mr.

Rice is indorsed as a worthy successor.
At the International
Sunday-school
Convention, held at Atlanta, the number
of schools in the United States was re-

ported

to be 77,793;

the

number

of

teachers and officers, 853,100; scholars,
6,504,054 ; making the total of teachers
and scholars, 7,357,154.
The schools in

the United States

and

Canada

together

are 83,188; teachers and officers,894,793;
scholars, 6,843,997;
making
the total
of teachers and scholars, 7,738,790.
Increase
over three years ago, 890,401,

Conventions organized during the past
three years, 809. Received
into the
church from “schools,

123,471.

In

their

report the Lesson Committee said of one
of the objections to these selections:
s It is urged that the lessons leave no
room for teaching the doctrines of the
denominations.” To this we
have answered: ‘“ A course of lessons which

covers the whole Bible must include the
essential doctrines of most denominations. We have aimed not to omit any
vital truth from Genesis to Revelation.
‘We have gone over the ground from which
most of the denominations draw their
peculiarities ; and if their

teachers

have

not found their systems of belief, it must
be because those systems came from
some other text-book.” Franklin Allen,
of New York, was chosen Chairman of
the Executive Committee.
In the opinion of the Christian Standard,

the

most

dormant of

all

a few minutes myself we distributed the
tracts, that if they forgot the verbal message they might have one in a more permanent form to read or get some

one

to

read to them after they reached home, or
may be in after years.
Some of the
tracts were made up of suitable selections from Scripture.
Others had a
pretty picture at the top and contained

form.

schools

worth. Here we see the safety and the

has been so busy, some Sunday-schools
and the bears have been taking a winter's
nap. Hard as it is, we must bear with
them. It is‘ bear” and forbear with us.

‘men who came out of the fire, and found

orderin

Such

rewards

show its

glory ofthe church, * Saw those men.”
“The retinue of the king examined these

: Spurgeon is inclined to believe that dischurch

or

Sabbath-school may

from scarcity of good
instrucmo trace of it on them. The power of God | result
tion. * Dogs,”he says, ‘‘ioften fight
ruled the fire. It surrounded them, and

held up their hearts while it triumphed
over the evils that threatened them.

, Learn from this lesson not that God will
Aa

8 deliver from the

’s death,

t God has his eye on’ all whose

‘trustsin him, that his people must bo
yi

i

oe

because there is a scarcity of bones.”
Though
other thin
may
* seem to
be ‘the cause of trouble, yet, nine times
outof ten, he thinks, the deficiency in
Spisivun) rations is at the bottom of it.
to the contrary,
perhaps

ksi

the

demands

of those

over

of rest, the Christian pilgrim

can

have

their tastes, not less

than

th&i¥ needs.

ture, which will greatly alleviate the
sorrows and afflictions of"earth.
This duty should be scrupulously

per-

was his father, and gave

He told me it

me

permission

to go and talk with him.
The old man
was hard of hearing, very old and sick.
He said he had heard the gospel, and,
when I urged him to pray, gave evidence
of understanding the nature of prayer.
We both talked and prayed with him and
felt that there was some reasch to hope

that he had received the grace of God.
We distributed

damsel

a few

tracts

and

took one so pleasantly

the

that it

seemed as though the evil spirit had been

cast out of her.

:

The little boy continued with us, coming home and begging for a book, which

I gave him. I felt too tired to attend the
evening prayer-meeting and sat down to
read the Morning Star and other papers
brought by the late mail.
4-0-0
dh
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“ DISCIPLES."
BY

MISS

OLIVE

E,

DANA.

Words have been called * fossil poetry,” and we can hardly fail to recognize the aptness of the term as we come,
as we often do, upon

a word

which

ex-

presses or suggests what it would take
many words to utter differently,— and
even then we should but poorly express
its meaning. Such a word, it seems to
me, is that often applied to the followers
of Christ, * disciple;” which, they tell us,

is literally ** a learner.”

It expresses 50

perfectly the Christian's life, and his relations to his Master, and
implies,
too, many conditions characteristic of the
service he enters.
Of old, men of much learning, who

strongly adhered to certain doctrines, had
followers of the precepts
whom they called disciples.
these followers were many
great wealth, so that schools

they taught,
. Usually, too,
and often of
composed of

them were held, not infrequently,in mag-

nificent buildings, with all the accessories
their wealth could
procure.
Others
were more simple,ascetic. Some were of
those who say, ¢ Let us eat and drink,
for to-morrow we die!” While others,
ascending a step higher, strove to inculcate a stern philosophic morality.
One
philosopher, it is said, .impressed on his
followers a precept like this: Never
speak except to benefit your hearers.

the perfect sinlessness of his life, many
think, much inward happiness and peace.

ble. A visible building; all the stones
united together. A city—a family—a
flock—an army. This can only be by

our flesh,” does he not know all we
perience?

bling together.

rows,” and

nor

inculcating

mere

moral

precepts,—came He whom that band of
twelve followed of old in the city, by the
sea, in the wilderness, his disciples; and
whose disciples :
are in the cities, by
the lonely ‘ sea-coasts, in quiet inland
countries,

and in

the

mountain

nooks

of many lands. Yel they were disciples,
none the less; and the truths they taught
are attested and exemplified all over the
world. Learners slow and dull of comprehension,it seems to us they often were
during those three years, and as we read

there must have been, too, in

Having looked ** through the lattice of the real and public union of the Lord's
There is still another

ex-

thing, perhaps

more strikingly suggested than any other,

among those gathered

up

people, and is effected

by

their

almost say, in
It is the initial

there-

fore, is to weaken her energies, to sadden
the hearts, and cause the hands of the

in this one pious to hang down.”

How

wonderful word,—disciple.
It is sub:
mission or obedience ; the one the passive, the other
the same state

assem-

To neglect this,

distressing,

then, to see professors of religion—members of the church—absenting themselves
the active, expression of from the sanctuary Sabbath after Sabof mind.
First, I might bath, to the grief of the more pious and
importance and necessity. devout, as if they felt no interest in the
step, the entrance into the common welfare of the church.

school, and not less

necessary

at

every

On

our

own

account, especially,

we

successive step. Again and again does
Christ remind his disciples of it. It
often seems that at every perplexity,
every seemingly difficult place in the lesson we are set to learn, the Master teach-

All our interests of a spiritual nature
are identified with the church, and we
need all the assistance which can be possibly derived from it. By forsaking the

es us again the first lesson,—the lesson,
too, to which all lessons tend,—*‘‘to become as little children,” to do what he
bids.

reparable losses. God is not dependent
upon us, but we are upon him, from the
fact that ‘‘ our knowledge is not yet per-

ought not to forsake the house

assemblies of the

saints,

we

.

of God.

sustain

ir-

And not only is it the initial step fect, our faith feeble, our hopes clouded,
which leads into that ¢* service which is our love languid,
our graces weak.
perfect freedom,” but it is, also, in a We might forsake the assembling of oursense, the key to all our privileges,—the selves, if we had no mercies to acknowlcondition which precedes our receiving edge, no sins to confess, no blessings to
what our Master would teach us. In crave, no enemies to overcome, no soul
a certain frigid, barren country, so tra. to sanctify, no hell to escape, no heaven
dition has it, words are frozen in the to obtain.”
:
Th
air; but when the sun returns to the
The house of God will ever be the
northward, and the air is again. warmed place of the Christian’s delight. If the
by his beams, these frozen syllables are heart is not there, and no pleasure can be
heard.

So many a teaching of the Bible,

many an utterance of hearts
looked to God and learned of
many a lesson he would teach
lives, is meaningless to us till

that have
him,—yea,
us in our
in a warm-

found in the services of the sanctuary,

it

is good evidence that the soul has not
been redeemed, but is in the gall of bitterness and bonds of iniquity. But the
true believer, like David,

rejoices

to

go

er, sunnier atmosphere of love and obedience, we can hear them, with a new,
fine, inner sense.

up to the house of the Lord, that he may
be refreshed, and be imbued with the
spirit of true devotion and love to God.
Thus do difficulties and perplexities adWhile some are once-a-day worshipjust themselves,—long-sought privileges ers, some -fine-weather worshipers, and
come unsought; all other meanings of some merely fancy-worshipers,
let all prothis name with which Christ has honored fessors and all others who seek their own
us come true,—for he has promised,—if and others’ ‘welfare, be regular, consisthis disciples, fulfill this one meaning: ent worshipers, serving the Lord from
obeying ¢‘ As ever in the great Task-Mas- principle, and not from the mere fancies
ter's eye.”
and impulses-of the moment, and God
will surely bless such to the saving of the
RRR: ISD
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* PUBLIO
“BY

SELAN

soul.

WORSHIP.

HIBBARD

Rutland, O.

BARRETT

REV. JOHN GARFIELD.
Public worship has its sanction in the
The subject of this notice died at his
word of God.
The Old Testament saints
residencein West Wheelock, Vt., Jan.
were in the uniform habit of meeting to3, aged 76 years.
‘He was born in Barre,
gether for this purpose. Rural altars Vt., April 15, 1801, and when quite
were erected, and subsequently the tab- young his parents moved to Craftsbury,
ernacle and temple.
At a later period where they lived a short time, then movsynagogues were built, which Christ and
ed to Glover. They were among the
his disciples frequented, being conclusive
| early settlers of that place. When about

proofs of ancient worship.

Even:

Paul

admonishes not to forsake the ‘* assembling of ourselves together,” showing
that it is a Christian ’ duty, though too
often, at the present day, neglected by
professors of religion.
of what they afterwards were and did,
No one is free from the obligation to
we think they were rightly named ** dis- 4
“worship God. Some may admit this who
ciples.”
:
Not less rightly .named are we.
All are not regular at:endants on public worwho follow him must learn of him. ship, claiming that they can worship
Let us see how much is implied or sug- God at home. This is simply an excuse
to indulge one’s self in idleness rather
gested by the word.
It impliés imperfection and crudeness, than to meet at the house of God to join
in the religious exercises. When there
for what need of a teacher without them?
It implies our weakness and ignorance, is a lack of interest in divine things, the
Illour need of a guide.
And it expresses, most frivolous excuses are made.

17,-he was converted under the labors of

Eld. Fisk, was baptized and joined
Methodist church, but buckslid on
count of unwillingness to preach.
this state he

remained

some

six

the
acIn

years,

when he was again awakened, but passed through some severe conflicts before
he would yield and proclaim the word of
God to dying men. He was with the

Methodists some twenty years.

In 1823,

he married Miss Esther Daniels, and in
1840, moved te Sheffield.
From there in
March, 1841,they moved to Goshen Gore,

now known as Stannard.
There he held a protracted meeting that resulted in a
glorious . revival,
and September
11,
too, perhaps more clearly than either of health, or company, or worldly care are 1841, there was organized a Freewill
these,—progress. Taken in this connec- often assigned in self-justification for Baptist church. The next day he was
tion it is a most comforting word,—not staying away from God's house. But ordained by a council consisting of Eldonly allowing our lack, but also suggest- such excuses will not exempt a person ers J. Nelson, S. Boston, H. 'W. Harris
to a union prayer meeting, and my friend ing that need met and gradually supplied | from moral obligation. He who makes and T. P. Moulton, and was chosen pasproposed we should go to see his serv- by our gracious Teacher. The plainer, them will stand accountable to God and tor of the church. This relation he susant’s brother, sick in a hospital not far the deeper our need is found to be, the his own conscience, however plausible tained fourteén years, and during that :
away. One of our Sunday-school schol- more clearly and fully is suggested its re- they may appear in the eyes of men. time and as long after as health would
ars took hold of my hand and begged to’ lief and sufficiency. They who are his Still, it is not doubted but that circum- permit he held meetings there and in
be permitted to accompany us.
We disciples can truly say their ** sufficiency stances may, in some instances, render it surrounding towns.
Notwithstanding
impracticable to attend upon worship.
found the sick man in a small room with is of God.”
that he was without even a common
Public worship secures self-respect, the
five others. Rfle room had no floor, but
A learner,—the term is broad applied
school education he was the means of +
respect,
of others, and the "cognizance of
otherwise seemed pretty comfortable. to earthly teaching; taking in the little
doing much good. He saw many souls
The man we were in search of had been child at her letters and the old man read- Him who is te be worshiped. Mind born into the kingdom of God. He was
beaten, and received internal injuries, ing the story of the rocks.
Sne is as comes in contact with mind. The priv. generally beloved, and his labors were
from which he may not recover. He had truly a scholar as theother.
How much ileges of the occasion, so interesting to appreciated by many.
He never received
been brought up under religious instruc: broader and more comprehensive is the contemplate, are free and equal to all any salary, was peculiar in
ny ways,
tion, though he afterwards led a way- word as applied to the school of Christ! sincere lovers of the truth; and all, if but believed in trusting in God ¥g direct
ward life. I asked him if I should pray Though learning only the a b ¢ of Chris- they will, may receive equal benefit.
him in his preaching.
He wak\ what
As the body can not be sustained withfor him. He replied that he wished I tianity, and dull at that, if we are still in
would be called by many somewhat
would. ‘¢ What shallI pray for?” I asked. Christ's school, it is well with us.
«It out nourishment, so the mind will be visionary, but a true workerin the Mas“That I may be saved!” he replied, is not so much where we stand, as in stinted or dwarfed without mental nour- ter's vineyard. In 1850, he moved to
speaking very earnestly. From the hos- | what direction we are moving ;" to noth- ishment. But here, in the public congre- West Wheelock, and,in 1852,he met with
pital we went on across the fields till we ing does this apply more perfectly than gation of the living, the active mind re- the loss of his faithful companion.
Not
came to a cotton factory.
There were to Christian life. Yet, asitis our past ceives new impulses, the spirit of inqui- long after he was united in marriage to
but half a dozen operatives engaged in movements that have determined our po- ry is awakened, and new thoughts are Miss Maria Perrin. THe\ last seven years
combining cotton thread to make cotton sition now, so shall, so do, our acts now presented to the mind.
of his life his health was very poor, but
Religious knowledge, which is the
twine. The machinery was. very simple determine where we shall stand in the
with the assistance of kind friends he
most valuable kind of knowledge, may
and efficient. They said their neighbors future.
:
continued to carry on his little farm, and
there be obtained. One hour, under an
‘were Roman Catholics. Perhaps their
Disciple implies, too, protection, or
though unable to speak aloud he would
lives had not made a fayorable impres- care. This, in some form, few teachers instructive teacher, may prove more whisper words of comfort and encouragesion, at any rate they seemed disposed to lack for their pupils; much less our serviceable than many hours of the most ment to the little band of brethren as
laugh and jest. After some time,seeming Master. Guidance, too, for to this end diligent search and inquiry. If he who they gathered in his home for the conis to be our instructor in divine things is
to make no impression, we were about to ‘do men give themselves up to him,
ference and . prayer-meeting. He was
start, but thought it not right to leave
Intercourse of some sort there must be studious and a man of God—as he ought confined to the house some thrée months
them thus and made one more effort to between teacher and tatight, and we read to be—he will be able’ out of the abun- during his last illness, was unconscious
talk, addressing the one nearest.
One again his words, and again’ try to ut dance of the heart to communicate that part of the time, but. when conscious

it. God thus defends those’ who {rustin ought now to be improving the shining
hours. *‘ Plans ought allto be ready,
. him. Had these men not declared
Our papers “ordered, rooms fitted up and
God whom we serve is able to deliver us repaired, and all the eobwebs swept out after another, the others paused and gave
© from the burning fiery furnace, and will of the faculties of officers and teachers.” Soegest sttegtion, asking sensible quesdeliver us from thine hand”? Such faith Sure enough ; while the rest of the world
is sublime.

the back part of his shop.

pleasures,

equally good address, and after speaking

meet

whom they are set; who can anticipate some foretaste of what is to be in the fu-

‘him he seemed more friendly.
I inquir- man. He knew full well the sorrows formed on the church's account. ¢ The
ed after the sick man 1 saw on ‘nn bed in which come to men,—this ¢* Man of sor- church,” says Dr. Burns, ‘is to be visi-

solitude and ascetic vigils,—not in passing

NEWS.

business,

And Christ, we read, took upon himself
our nature.
He was a child, a youth, a

He boldly and adroitly repelled the sneer
and pointed out to them that the Buddhist religion in which they all believed
was a foreign religion, having been imported from India.
He defended the
Christian religion ably; and earnestly
urged upon them its acceptance.
Fhe
other young man followed him in an

Not far away we found another open spot
and held a similar service. At this place
Rev. Richard Newton, D. D.,of Philthere was a rock nearly two feet high,
adelphia, withdraws May 1st from the upon which we stood to speak.
The
editorial charge of the S. 8. World, and
number
of
hearers
was
quite
as
large
as
other periodicals of the American S. S.
Union, ‘on account of the pressure of on the first instance, and not less attenpastoral duties, and he is succeeded by tive. Some asked questions which led
Rev. Edwin W. Rice, who has for some to a sort of after-meeting.
‘time assisted in this work.
Dr. Newton
In the afternoon the young men went
was a master

had gone but a few steps when we came
to the tailor’s shop and as we accosted

ed and others said, ‘He is exhorting us.”

important truth in an attractive
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

and

Hour— At the mane of Jesus sone taugh=--But-not-in-a-costly-building, -nor-yet-in-t— :

sooner or later, the tobacco question has
to be fought out. And usually, it occurs
after the boy secretly has acquired the
habit,

But as I urged him to accept the gospel
he replied, “Iam sixty-three. My sun is
setting— it is too late !” Coming out we

tions
pectfully.
Notffar away we entered a small

dye-

ter our needs.
Sympathy between
Master and pupil can not be lacking in
this school. With nothing in common
there can be little profit from

teaching.

which will be worth treasuring up, ‘and often spoke of a firm trustin God, and

which willyif properly applied to our- while patiently waiting the Master's call
and
selves, be of incalculable benefit,
looked forward with eager anticipation to
‘well repay the candid listener who is a home beyond the grave. Though deep-

ing establishment.
The workmen met ¢ If any man have not the Spirit of Christ, anxious to grow in grace and in
us with jeers and laughter, but within he is none of his.” So to his disciples knowledge of the truth.
we saw an old man eating his rice and | does he impart of his Spirit, that they
God, who demands and infinitely
a woman picking cotton, with young may enter into a comprehension of the ‘serves our service, has made it our
children playing about. While talking truths he teaches.
to not forsake the assembling of
with them others dropped in, among
There is suggested, too, though per- selves together. Rich and precious
whom there was a girl

whose

perverse

ways reminded one of the damsel that
followed Paul and Silas. - There was al#0 a tailor who was hardly friendly. I
wall to act on his hint, and ‘addressed myself particalarly to the old
man,

He was respectful and

attentive

haps not so obviously,

a knowledge:

on

are bestowed upon

every

true

the

ly afflicted, we know our loss is his eternal gain. The funeral services: were

de-

conducted

duty Albany.
our- 116 : 15.

by Rev. Horace Stiles, of
Sermon founded on Psalms

M. G.

gifts

worship-

the part of the teacher, of the pupil, his | er. To read God’s word, to declare his
wants, his needs, his capabilities, his gospel, to sing his praise, and to give
tastes and desires, We say those ‘make glory
to his name, are the most happy
better teachers, who, remembering their and blessed employments in which morown youth and childhood, can enter into ‘tals can engage. Journeying to the land

Anxiety about salvation is the most
reasonable thing in the world;

feel readyto ask, Can that man
soul, or know that he has

and

we

have a

one, who is

careless about its eternal happinessP—
John Angell James.

ee.

0

8

=m
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.
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done. Excess
the end.

Doctrine and Fife,

of motive

would

effects from

defeat

It is said that sin and misery may
not disappear at once after death, but
men may sinand suffer indefinitely long,

A YEAR IN HEAVEN.

der the cross of a mourner’s pain
| and that this" fact ought to supply all
he + on the soul when you went to Ged, and
needful motives of fear inthe present
We have walked a year, while the sun
rain
:
life, and save men from
waiting a
sod.
grassy
the
Faded and freshened
second probation.
Time for the flowers once to blow,

y

; That we
ei
sha

’

too .

~Selected.

life,

another,

sin

men

machine
work such

And if a man may,

4.

Unprovoked

there
moder-

by physical

5.

We ask farther,

they

weak-

men,

but

Would such men,

It matters little what freedom of action
is attributed to men, if whatever action
they put forth is the necessary result of

go

motives,

in heaven, with the

or influences,

over

which

no control,if as the

they

motive,

so,

of
necessity,*
the action,
Men are not
morally free, unless, with good and evil

before them, they

have

the

power to

choose the one or the other; and moral
freedom is without significance, unless
God's will is always and everywhere
with the right, and aguninst the wrong
choice.

Whether

Uriversa'ism

so radically casngs
such

moral

base

fr 'edom,

is ready

to

as to accept of

may be

doubted,

and we would keep this question in mind
in the further discussion of this topic. '|
Touching tke freedom of men and the
sovereignty

cf

God,

we

ask,

Has

i

ever been possible
for men to put forth volitions subjecting them to the liability of
- suffering eicanul evil in any sense or
‘degree ? We .ouit seriously that Universwifsm would affirm. Were they disposed

to

whether

do so,

still

a

question

shifting the hope - gt universal

salvation
deerees

itis

from

the “certainly of divine

to the

contingency

volitions would makethe

of

cates, affirms.

human

matter® of sal-

vation any more certain.
All parties agree that many
est of men go out of this
out reformation.
Will ' they
reform and be saved in the life
Universalism, in some of its

of the villife withcertainly
to come P
late advo-

But will the state follow-

ing next after death be probationary,
admitting of good and evil choice and their
legitimate rewards and
punishments?
Manifestly, reformation and
salvation
after death involve such a probation. But,

1.

Where do the
Scriptures teach
any such doctrine? If the Scriptures
give assurance of universal salvation,
- and this the result of two or more probationary states, would they be wholly

silent of all but the first and feeblest P
2.. What, but demoralizing in the extreme, would not be the results of a doctrine making all men believe that though
they ought to reform in this life,if they do
not, they certainly will immediately or’
soon, can at will,

in the

life

to

come P

Wicked men are reluctant to forsake
their sins, though believing that they will

suffer endless torments if they do not,
and what would they not do with this fear
wholly allayed? But truth can not be
productive of injury to men, in any pos-

sible event.

Ifit be objected that men

can not reform, through fear, it is never-

thelegs true that Christ and his apostles
appealed to the fears of their hearers.
~

8. To predicate that men who, through
along life here and against superabundant light and motive, persist in sin, and
wax worse and, Worse, asis the fact
attested by observation and experiences

to

predicate that these

certainly

will

immediately after death repent, is to
suppose the operation in the next life
_of motives in excess, which eduld not
but ‘embarrass, rather than facilitate repentance. Reformation can not be gen-

uine excepting when

occurring

: for the reason for which

other

chiefly

it oughtto be

to beaven?

like to this

dying

world?

the

ideal

of

do)

very

good?

heaven

mixed

is not

the

Seript-

ures promise, and which men

If not,

hgpe for.

then

Or if Washington

like them.

condemn

Will such men go neitherto hea¥n nor
to hell? Then where, pray?
6. A state of probution, and one of
final rewards and punstments can not
co-exist. They do not so-«xist here and
now, and no reason can be shown why
they could elsewhere.

then

You must, if possible, first inspire confi:
dence in the minds of those whom you
would benefit by your effort. Until this

‘Postage is paid

Be
a
STAR i8 for

BY J. W.

BARKER,

‘dust.

Christ was

teacher.. No inmodern times,
equaled him in simplicity and clearness.

a model

He taught objectively as well as subjectively.

The hills of Judea,

the shores

It seems to be

between New

of

Galilee, the valley of the Jordan,—everywhere his sacred feet trod, upon whatever
scene his eyes looked,—all bore witness
te the beauty and perspicuity of his illustrations. He used no far-fetched metaphors or simpiles. ‘When he stated a sim-

ple truth, he followed it with an apt and

York,

the favorite

Philadelphia,

aig

4 vance,
advatice,

the

state next after death being probationary
will nut be the final one, but, like the
present, preparatory to a final state

are

The soul will have wrought an

and
should of right
pain
for every sin.

Indeed,if God did not interfere in a special
manner for the salvation of the soul from
the natural consequences of its sin, it
must necessarily suffer forever.
But sin has not only the power of eternal continuance but of indefinite expansion. The effect of sin does not extend only in a straight line, but spreads
as a circle, so

that one sin causes

wide-

spread damage
and wide-spread contagion. One evil purpose entertained
in one ambitious mind will set'a continent on flame, will breed evil purposes in
millions of other minds and

continue

commission
neni.
»
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is a small book of 225 hymns and severai
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings,
35
cents; postage, 2 cents.
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The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at.the close
of every session, and the
bound volumes embrace
the Proseedings of the first sixteen sessicns. 50
cents;

postage, 9 cents.

The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by the denomination,
and our general
usages. in church-building. It 18 published by authority
of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
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Ministers Manual,
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Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and
Suggestions.
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well auanged; stating in fifteen
pikes all the important par’
entary rules of deberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
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on Books
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3
LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,I8, postage ,i2
SToRY of Jesus,
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loan not to
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The Memorials

of the Free

Christians
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Baptisls

give the rise and progress of this body of
in

New

till the

time

of their

union with the Kreewill Baptists. $1.00.
Christian Baptism
book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage 3
cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century
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from 1780 to 1830. It describes with counsiderablé
detail, the early events ef our denominational
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Memoir of George T'. Bay.
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Railway.
between the East

and the West.
It is the oldest, shortest, most direct, convenient,

On

similar

ground,

he

that generation,

&e.

We

see,

then, from this that we may be guilty of
sins not committed by ourselves.
We
may become responsible for the creeds of
our remote ancestors or of persons in

other parts of the world.

In this way,’

doubtless,

we are responsible

of Adam.

And in this way we are guilty

for the sin

of the blood of Christ.

We have endors-

ed the conduct of the

Jews who slew him

and his blood is on our heads, also.
Do
we not, in this way, bear the guilt of the
guilty world? We sin like it, we are in its

¢ The field is the world.” The

hearts of men are the soil, and every man
is a sower, It is the first business of the
farmer to study and understand the nature
of his soil.

If he

is as well

acquainted

with his farm as he ought to be, he will
understand just where to sow his wheat,
he will know where the corn will grow
best, and there will be very few

ment, now-a-days, that chance

hope as any.

trols

2100

sowing

This

is

indis-

criminate woste of seed upon the cold
furrows

of S ring,

is wanton

extra:a-

gance.

It wll not'do tolaughat ¢‘scien-

$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
Butler's Commentary

PULLMAN HOTEL CARS are run alone
by it through, between
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& COUNCIL

by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, contains” two volumes, one on the Gospels, and.the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family.
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
The Register
contains, in addition to the uswal Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, ar
ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year]
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No other road runs Pulman Hotel Cars, or any
ur form of Hotel Cars, through, between Chicasour

River

Omaha and Oalifornis Line

mistakes

made in the dispensation of his seed.
It is in vain to make the strange statejustas full of

every respect the best line you
st-and-grandest-Railway-+-3-ets.—
United States.. It owns or con- Butler's Facology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions.
of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views.
MILES of RAILWAY are those generally accepted by the denomination.

organization in the

Is the shortest and best route between CHICAGO
and all points in NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA, DA.

KOTA,

NEBRASKA, WYOMING,

NEVADA, ' CALIFORNIA,
AND AUSTRALIA,
Its

COLORADO,

OREGON,

CHINA,

meetings,

UTAH,

of our

condemnation.

And is it not a consider-

their statistics; the names

its

fore, an act of the basest ingratitude

and

the meanest injustice.
It is the most
causeless hatred and the most despicable
malice. It is an egotism that ‘makes itself superior to all other beings, including God himself, It is a pride that would
ruin all for its own ends; and then it is
the most supreme folly, for it would ruin
itself also, and persist in deeperfing and
broadening its own misery with an infatuation that would walk on burning coals
to annihilation.
Who can look upon such wickedness”
and folly and not feel that God is just who
taketh vengeance. But the cup of man's

iniquity was not yet full ‘when he had
wrought all this, for this is the sum of his

when it was just right for the seed.

and all points

in NORTHERN WISCONSIN. and MINNESOTA, and
for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DULUTH,

and all points in the Great Northwest.

societies,

isters, &c.,

It must be ‘ broken up” and

persons misdirect their labor. You may
say, ** It is my business to sow the seed,
the

harvest.”

But before sowing, it is your business to
make wise and intelligent preparation.
God nevers works miracles to bless mis.

directed effort.

"When you admonish an

erring brother, be careful

aecount

&c.
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the books.
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culti-

vated, or it will not produce the rich and
bounteous harvests so much desired. You
are, indeed, commissioned to work; and
the very first worleto be done is to prepare the soil for the reception of the seed
of truth. Very many well intentioned
| and God will take care of

an

dozen,$7 a hundred. Postage, I cent per copy.
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and is only seen in spots. The promise ery Street; Chicago Ticket Offices : 62 Clark Street
fourth, nor indeed of a second, and since
Sherman
House; 75
Canal corner Madi.
But we must next look at sin as of even ‘‘ten fold” is very feeble. And under
men may pass through the first . withson Streets; Kinzie Streét Depot, corner W. Kin.
zie and Canal streets; Wells Street Depot, corner
to
its”
quality,
its
'
essential
nature,
why this difference? It may be both Wells and Kinzie Streets.
out repentance, may they not so pass
For rates or information not attainable from
this; will in- farmers have worked hard. They may
through others, and may they not need its significance. . And
your home ticket agents, apply to
successive
probations,—ad
infinitum ? crease our conception of its awful char- have spent equal hours in toil. Nay, perW. H. Stennett,
Marvin Hughitt,
acter and fearful demerit tenfold. . In our chance, the proprietor of the barren land Gen. Pass. Ag’t, Chicago. Gen. Maney Chisy
Sap
SASH
0 cl SO
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ydeow] *
former division we took a statistical view worked earlier and later. He may have
TEE JUSTICE OF THE SENTENCE.
of sin, so to speak, and that was awful cast his seed into the ground many weeks
TAKE THE
enough-to merit all that is imposed as in advance of the other. And still, the
BY REV. R. H. TOZER.
Chicago,Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
penalty. We now look at its meaning, harvest time is not plentiful.
For all points in
‘COLORADO, KANSAS, CALIFORNIA,
‘What is the matter? Simply this: The
In continuing this subject, we next its intrinsic quality as an act of transgresand the TERRITORIES.
consider that class of reasons which per- sion. And we see that sin is the antag- « ugfortunate fellow” did not exercise
tain more directly to the desert of the onism of the soul to the divine order; the proper care in the preparation of his
It is ground. The plow was put in at an
sentence. We shall separate this class, rupture of the universal harmony.
v
are run on the
the
attempt
to
overthrow
all
law;
to
de- improper time. It left the furrows clam- OVERLAND
TRAINS
however, into two divisions: the first reFurnishing the
lating to the quantitative,
and the stroy the government of God, and God my and lifeless. But he did not care to
Best of Meals for 75 cents.
second to the qualitative value of sin. with it; to set up the rule of selfishness know a better way or a better time. He
which
is
the
rule
of
anarchy
and
to
make
A.
M.
SMITH,
A. KIMBALL.
took
no
special
pains
to
enrich
the
soil.
"That it is righteous in God, then, to
G. P. Agt.
Gen’l Sup’t
punish sin with an eternal punishment, the devil the supreme deity. ' Its success He plowed and sowed with little referwould
be
the
total
ruin
of
the
Universe,
ence to time or circdmstances. He cast
is apparent from the fact that the effects
THE CHICAGO,
of sin are endless. The soul once hav- and the complete misery of every being in his seed at an unpropitious time, and BURLINGTON & QUINCYR. R.
ing sinned loses control of the results; in it, God included. It is a war upon the harvest will always tell of the sowing.
Is the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS
they go on. forever and God permits God and upon the interests of all. Itisa The “lucky man,” as you call him, did West from Chicago.
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS make
them. The human will as primal cause huge rebellion not confined to this world; not beginto plow until the right time
their DINING SALON the great feature of their
sets in motion a series of events linked a usurpation of the most preposterous came. And he did not sow his seed until houses so the Management of “Great Burlington
having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LUXin with the chain of causes and effects kind. It is therefore a crime of infinite the sun had warmed the cold earth, and Route,”
URY of their patrons solely in view, do not use
magnitude
and
limitless
consequences.
their
CELEBRATED
DINING CARS for Pasa
his
well
prepared
soil
seemed
to
invite
that would otherwise not have existed
Traffic, or Sleeping REDOses (as is the case of the
:
and which it had power not to originate, Its involution is inconceivable and its his labor of sowing.
so-called Hotel Cars) ; hence, they are always kept
sweet, neat and clean. The moderate charge of
And
and in the remotest ages of eternity it evolution beyond comprehension.
You might not have thoroughly under- 75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the Menu
is
ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the most
the
enormity
of
this
crime
is
enhanced
by
will look upon itself as
the guilty
stood all his careful labor in the prepara- fastidious.
lyew3
cause of.
Whatever good God may the infinite goodness of the one against tion of his field, but he’ knew well what
chose to Work out of this evil the injuri- whom it is directed and the absolute per- he was about. He did not plow one too
Itis, there- many furrows. He. did not touch the soil
ous consequences
will not be wholly fectness of his government.
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erms: single

steel rails make the movements of its
trains unusually steady and free from

‘¢ Behold a sower went forth to sow.”

.

The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school p: pore, printed alternate

condition is met your labor will be com-

SOWING.

had been

speaks of the men of Nineveh rising up to

up,

This

which

is not

inadvance,

comfortable and in
throwing quick handfuls upon the neady | eam
take. — Ttis‘the

Will all the ac-

cumulated evil of our race be

him

"| because they had done (or were about to earth.

unpardoned,

But is heaven

him

per

“

to sow,and a timeto refrain from sowing.”

fitting illustration.
Were there ever lessons so clearly given,
as those’ taught by his many parables?
The parable of the Sower is one of great
clearness and power. The Saviour looked
upon the green and fertile fields of Palestine; he saw the farmer preparing his
who had slain the righteous in the past soil for the seed.
And then he saw him
ages. They were guilty of their crimes

fluence, we conclude, would be the same
in the next life as here, and most cer-

were predestinarians, ‘nevertheless.

have

our

'erms

fipecial offers, 8 {tly in advance,
with no commission paid :
One old and one new subscriber,
«
Clubs of six or more, one-third new sue. soribers, Shen
+ $2.00

i
on us and on our children.”
Thus we paratively futile.
flung back the mercy inte the face of him
who proffered it; and trampled upon the’
THE GREAT OENTRAL ROUTE.
blood of his only begotten Son: and we,
The
great Pennsylvania Central Railthe murderers of our Elder Brother,
stand convicted before the bar of the in- road line is probably the best equipped,
finitely righteous Judge. Shall we com- safest and most interesting in point of
scenery of any railroad in this country.
plain when he says to us, ‘¢ Depart from
An English tourist recently referred to ite
me, ye cursed,into everlasting fire preparordinary passenger trains as “palatial” in
ed for the devil and his angels”? (Thus
their elegance, and surpassing in many
imperfectly have we stated some
‘of the
cases the exclusively first-class trains of
reasons why the sentence of eternal punthe great Midland route in England.
ishment should be looked upon as just;
There is no cheaper or more
direct
enough, we think, to show that the orthothoroughfare between the East and West
dox belief on this subject is well founded
than the Pennsylvania Central, and this
and in accordance with reason. Let those
may account in part for the great number
who affirm that everlasting punishment of people constantly going over it. That
is unjust, that it is a slander upon God’s it is a most carefully managed road was
mercifulness, that reason and conscience proved by its feat of carrying so many
revolt at it, &c., &c., show their reasons. thousands of passengers in so many extra
But let God be true though every man be trains during the Philadelphia Exhibition
in 1876 without injury to a single person.
found a liar.
:
There is no real safety appliance known
+
>)
to railroad managers that is not found on
this line, while its stone ballasting and

penitence and think that God would be
very unjust to punish us long for the
indulgences of a life-time.
These thoughts need but to be dwelt
upon and enlarged upon to be conclusive
as to the righteousness of God in exacting the penalty.
:
But we are brought now to consider a
certain principle which intensifies the
views already stated. This is the principle of endorsement. Our Saviour said to
the Jews that upon them should come all
the righteous blood shed upon the earth,
from the blood of Abel to the blood of
Zacharias. And why? Because, by slaying him and his apostles,they were about
to endorse the creeds of their ancestors

dying unsaved, go? To a hell, somewhere, apart from all the pure and good P
But how could such a state
facilitate
reformation P Laws of mind and of in-

less

moral,

all

But we

wi

The MM
Star.
isa ee
hota paper of eight pages, inits
fifty-third' volume.
It is able,
and proFrassive. The Jiblication offices are
and
hicago, but all communications,
save
the
Western Department, should be
to Dovers N. H.

be time to administer the needed reproof. |

crave absolution on the slightest show of structor, in ancient or

tainly a place where are concentrated
all the evils of earth's many ages, and
from which is separated all the good,
Calvin and Edwards taught freedom would be a very great contrast from the
of the will, God not the author of sin and requisite conditions of reformation in the
the necessity of personal reformation ; but present
life.
the physical, and more the
no less of coercion.

touched with

when they see him.”

have added yet this above

enticed with British gold as Arnold was?
But we yield to ten thousand temptations,
regardless of the responsibilities, and yet

sup-

Where will

consign

to the penitentiary for life or cause

Worms?

ness and
depravity, sin will be less
physical, more mental and moral, and
less, much less, likely to be repented.

and

its

in a moment of fury,

to be hanged (which crime

pose, will poe immortal, and hence no
evil bodily propensities will exist. In
such case, manifestly, the sin occurring
will be of the most fatal obstinate char-

acter.

be

really expiated), what retribution may
he not bring upon himself by fifty years
of uoremitted transgression. And then
consider what momentous consequences
may flow from a single yielding to temptation ; our greatancestors’ deed may be
sufficient . illustration of that. And if
the second Adam had given way to
only one of the suggestions of the adversary, how all the hopes of the world
would have set forever in rayless night.
What even if Luther had but wavered at

not

In the next life, the body, we

what may

commit a deed that shall

and Eve sinned in
of

detriment,

can

account for a life-time of abnormal action P

works

fall

to blow up ships in mid-ocean.

But if one volition of an evil will

and worse,

sin and

Holy Adam

per-

shudder and which shall destroy thousands
of lives. Look at train-wreckers and
such men as Tomassen with his infernal

ate motives after death, may not the same
thing be repeated by any number of
persons P

the

advocating

wax worse

this life, and with a probation

are endeavor-

the life to come,

men

may not

as here ?

" reforming, here or there, will be saved.
It is by no means certain that the ad_ vocates of Universalism are yet ready to
surrender the old theory of absolute divine sovereignty, not certain that they are
not simply changing one mode of divine
compulsion for

so

time by a wicked

son. Ittakes but an hour to plan and execute some diabolical deed at which we

but good men sin, and with the moderate state of things supposable in the next

of human freedom and reand the necessity of reforregeneration, excepting
to
only in affirming that they
reform i¥ the present life

willin

Again, how great injury may béwrought

Admitting that reformation may be

only do evil

ing to change base, tending to recog-

certainly

the theory that sin may

know that so men do, and

II.
In our last, we spoke of Universalism
Calvinstically interpreted, and endeavored to show that -this phase of the doctrine involves a surrender of every vital
doctrine of the Christian system, and
that it really resolves itself into danger-

nize the fact
sponsibility
mation and
Orthodoxy,
who do not

Itis

now in numberless examples ?
3. Under the present probation

said that, of Inte,

dition of mind ef those who are to hear,
is reckless nonsense. *‘ There is a time

heart, and permanency of evil character ?
In the absence of Scripture proof we
must draw our conclasions from laws
of mind, and tendencies of sin now appearing among men, and who does not

BY REV. O. E. BAKER.

We

my Son

con-

What evidence have we that sin may
not there as here, work hardness of

FUTURE PUNISHMENT.

advocates of this doctrine

and

spare not,” without reference to the

sinful he was, nevertheless

in a very brief

lil

ous infidelity.

The idea that you are to ** cry alond

God,

blood and stained all our garments. We
said, ¢ Away with Him! away with Him!
crucify Him! crucify Him! His blood be

or us through this year in

be e beautiful,
beau

compassion, sent his Son, his well-beloved, *“ For He said they will reverence

For

looking down upon man and seeing how

pentance all punishment
ceases, and
certainly there is little occasion for
alarm here.

And maybe the marks of our pain and sin,
"|
The scars we bring from the field of strife,
Will be swept away at our entering in
At the gate of the sorrowless life;
Clothed in the whitest that waits the forgiven,
i
comin to you
bein waited
Tomy
Who have

iords of the past few
months, But
sinnersof lesser note commit sins that
haye this expansive power. One
vicious character will demoralize a whole
community, It is a true saying ‘ One

ted since the gospel came,

Freewill Baptist Publications,

his mind is in a proper frame to receive
admonition. If he is excited or angry,
you had better let him alone. Wait until
the tempest has subsided, and then it will

must be added that deeper crime commit-

may be indefinitely
perpetuated in the
next life, that the ‘motives there will
be, must be,:so moderate as to admit of
such indefinite continuance of sin and
misery.
5

/

To this

sinner de stroyeth much good.” .

2.

Ts beautiful evermore,

sin when only under the law.

for ages. Mohammed's fanaticism has
made a race of fierce fanatics whose
bloody doings have stained the pages of
history and crimsoned the daily rec-

long deferred, that sin and wretchedness

:

No lines of gayle the silver hair,
beautiful, entering there,
For all that is

to another

be repented at will, and that with re-

But, 1.

t, patient and faithful, wetry to wait,
Yoh mater how many the summers be ;
For whether our coming be soon or late,
‘We know they are years in heaven to thee.
They can add no sh ow of pain or care
To dim the sweetness the dear fuce wore—

generation

o
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sins that we have taken his Son and have
killed him and imbrued our hands in his

Time enough for the leaves to fall,

Time enough for a winter’s snowall,
To scatter its whiteness over
for the trembling feet,
Time enough
dew,
Tired of the earth-way’s dust and street,
.
To long for the tread of the golden to you.
And to weary in waiting to come

one

\
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1878.
A All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money,

&c., should

be

the

incarnation,

the

propitiatory nature of Christ's death, etc.|
is claimed by some men to be * intuitive-,
ly impossible” to them.
Likewise of the nature of future punishment, Dr. Hodge points out how discordant are the intuitions of men.
A mo-

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

ment’s thought will suggest the different

SW The Western Editorial Office is at 95 Clark St.
Room 52, Chicago,
/

opinions prevailing among men as to the

TRUTH

AND THE DECLINE OF
PIETY.

Thoughtful people will be greatly in‘terested in an article in the last Indepen-

dent, by Prof. Hodge, of Princeton The-

"ological

MAY 15, 1878.

an 1

|

Seminary,

on ‘the

Intuitions

and Views of Future Punishment.”
It
will prove especially valuable if it awake
Christians to a consciousness

of the fact

that changing currents of thought are not
the principal source of danger to truth,
but that its chief danger is in the decline
of piety. “¢ Men do not firmly adhere to
«loetrines of which they have not expe-

duration, also, of this punishment.
Immediate salvation at death, annihilation,

future probation, etc., are theories held
and defended.
:
Now the error which Dr. Hodge is combatting is the statement of the Independent and its correspondent that the Bible
must be interpreted, according to the

moral sense or intuition of the individual.
Evidently if that were so, one man

being

just as good authority unto himself as
any other,there could be no agreement on
any system of faith,

and

there

would

be

prayers and faithful co-operation.
The
treasure is given in earthen vessels, that
the excellency may appear to be of God
and not of men.
h
Ae

EDITORIAL ODRRESPONDENCE.
VIENNA, April 17, 1878.
SOMETHING ABOUT THE MEN,
* The prevailing impression which I have

OURRENT

lantic is that they wear

uniforms.

given to the exercises connected therewith. The societies generally made good

At-

two : re-

and then two

or

here

three

and

one

together,

there,

|

year

was

Methodist

Episcopal

Church Extension Society was organized
in 1864,

and

has

collected,
“All of ‘this

in’ twelve
has

been

a part of t—§290,550—in

loans. The number of g-hurches aided
is 2,132. The Presbyterian Board of
Church Erection received for the year
ending April 1; 1877, $106,242, and made

appropriations to 172 churches, in twenty-

seven States/and Territories.

It began

ploy a missionary to travel among. the
churches, and
aid the feeble in sustaining
public worship, and aid ministers, wim
are not regularly employed, to a perma.
nent engagement to preach, or Perhaps
it would be better for the Q. Ms., if they

engage a missionary, to have him appointed or approved by the State Mission
as it might

Society, or the H. M. 8.,

in-

crease the confidence of the churches in
him, and the report of his

labors

become

the present
year with
applications
amounting to $165,400.
During twenty

more public,

years the Congregational Unien has aided

the State Mission Society, where there is

748 churches. The total receipts for the
ten years ending May 1, 1877, were $504,
022. The receipts for the year ending
May 1, 1877, were $32,803.
This society
has closed its Boston office,and will trans-

act its business hereafter in New York.
The Baptist Church Edifice Department is
an adjunct of the Home Missionary Society. All grants of money made by it are

ine

If Q. Ms. do not act in

this

matter, let

such afi organization, or the Q. M.,where

thereis no State

Soc.,

take

this matter

under their cai, and employ a mission-

ary to travel among the churches, and do
the work already described. Let it always be understood, that churches re-

ceiving aid are expected to do all they
can, to defray the expense of the

work among them.

mission

Let the missionary

|t he renewal of co-operation with this inthe formof loans, with interest, secur- visit churches that have settled pastors,
society by the American Tract society of ed by bond and mortgage.
The financial hold a few meetings there if desired, and
marks from Dr. Hodge:
rienced the power.”
sidewalks and in the parks and gardens.
Boston, after years of separate action. The account, on January 1, 1878, stood thus: take a collection for this object. Let
Referring to a correspondent who lateThe first is that, as a little wrong is_ as
One almost instinctively comes to - the whole number of new publications issued
Amount loaned to 220° churches, $244,- churches and Q. Ms. which have members
ly said in the Independent that that paper impossible to God as a greater, if the exconclusion. that there can be no earthly from the tract house during the year was 955; cash on hand, $364.95; real estate, that have gifts of exhortation and
istence
of
sin
and
misery
in
this
world
for
prayer,
seemed to him to be * the only paper thousands
of years be consistent with his object for this abundance of extra police, | 128; the total grants of publications to $9,000; due on interest and real estate encourage them, to go out and hold meetthat has understood the depth and mo- moral perfection, its unending existence as they look like, unless about everybody
the needy for the year cover 74,123.595 sold, $27,677 ; making the total of assets ings with feeble churches, very mich as
‘mentum of the current of thought now can not necessarily conflict with that peron the streets is to be arrested. But as pages, 12mo, to the value of $19,415.73. $281,937. The Moravians have very re- the Y. M. C. A. do; and do
for our
sweeping underneath the surface and fection. If there are wise reasons for the you keep noticing these soldier boys and
During the year 235 colporters have la- cently organized a Church Extension churches, what they are doing for the peothroughout
the religious world,” Dr. one, there may be, for aught we can
men walking leisurely along the parks and bored in the United States and British Board, as have the Lutherans also.
know, wise reasons for the other.
The
ple generally. Any system by which the
Hodge says:
:
:
o
other is that what the Bible teaches is a gardens, and now and then one of them provinces. The executive committee have
* ++
churches mhy have stated preaching, if it
matter
of
fact.
It is a philosophical with a lady; and, moreover, come across
‘We have no belief in the ¢ momentum
WANTED.
Those who have either the
appropriated during the year in aid of
be i%
once a month, will do much to
and current” above referred to. The sur- axiom that what all men believe, in virtue
January
or
March
numbers of the Misthem
in
cafés
and.restaurants,
you
begin
foreign
missions
$3200
in
cash, $3809.51
revive the weak and feeble churches, and
face of the ocean is seldom perfectly of the constitution of their nature, must
sionary Helper, or both, which they do increas
smooth. There is always a ripple and be true. It is scarcely
less certain that to forget the bloody things suggested by in electrotypes and $3345.90 in publicae their power for good. Let the
‘not
care to retain, will confer a favor by feeble churche
sometimes waves ‘‘ mountain high.” But what all Christians bélieve that the Bible their military accouterments, and come to tions.
g
s sustain their conference
returning the same to Mrs. J. M. Brew- meetin
-a few fathoms deep all is calm.
It is so teaches,in point of fact,it does teach. And, regard them as in dress suits. But there
gs,how
ever
small, and hold a praywith the church. There are always ‘¢ di- as all historical Christian - churches have
THE London correspondent of the stery"91 Smith St., Providence, R. I. They er meeting on Sunday, and keep up a S.
verse winds of doctrine” sweeping over from the beginning and do now believe that is such a diversity of uniforms, showing,
are wanted to furnish new subscribers, as
school, and they will soon know that their
its surface, producing ripples which none the Bible teaches the eternal punishment I presume, the different departments in N. XY. Tribune discusses, in the light of a
these
two numbers are exaushted.
of
the
wicked,
the
army
to
which
they
belong
as
well
as
there can be no rational
but those who make them think much
long experience, the probable charges of
labor in the Lord is not in vain.
3
doubt that sdch is the doctrine of the the various grades in those departments. the Paris ‘hotels during the Exhibition.
about. The churchas a whole is secure,
WATERM
D.
AN,
Word of God.
and the truth is secure,
~ BRIEF NOTES,
Then there are the uniformed police, and The showing is net reassuring to people
Read the mission department on the first
rr
Dr. Hodge then points out that while
The Oairo Mission.
there seem to be police over police. Then of moderate means, but those who are
. page.
Who can read Bro. Phillips's appeal
this is true of the church as a whole, no
again
the
railway
employes
and
the
conanxious
to
spend
money
may
be
glad
to
I would say ‘o the friends of this MisMOODY AND PENTECOST.
without pain at the heart! Brethren, can we
particular time or place can be ‘relied upNow that the present season for special ductors of the horse cars and omnibuses, learn how much it is possible to throw meef those lost souls at the judgment if we al- sion, that I left my home April 17, reached
onas giving either the church or truth revival effort
the place of holding the Union Q. M., in
is closing, our thoughts and the porters at the hotels and so on,all away without an effort. The lowest pos- low that work to fail?
security in that time or place. The apos- naturally revert
Eight hundred persons have
joined
the
Kentucky, the 18. The day following,
to some of the leading have on uniforms. Thus you see the sible price at a leading hotel is certain to
tolic church has passed away. The church instrumentalities
military spirit of the people running equal the war rates of hotels here, and churches of Hartford, as the fruit of the meet- Friday, the Conference conven
in the work.
ed with the
of England was Augustinian for a centhe highest’ rates are apparently incon- ings held in that city by Messrs. Moody and Uniontown church.
Itis a fact well demonstrated in the: through society and private enterprises.
Sankey.
Three hundred conversions have foltury after the Reformation.
Then follow- history of the
This Q. M. contains 10 churches and
church that when God has I am not now decrying the fact, nor do I ceivable, as the hotel proprietors them- lowed the labors of Messrs, Pentecost and
ed the great revival of evangelic piety a special work
selves
say
they
do
not
know
where
they
forget
its
convenience
and
utility
in
more
seven
ordained and three licensed ministo do, he does not lack the
Stebbins in Middletown, Conn.
will stop.
~
and doctrine under Whitefield and the man or the
ters.
men to do it. None can doubt respects than one.
.One
church was received. “All the
On the day preceding the night of the terrl
Wesleys. Romanistic tendencies are now that such men as
churches were reported by letter and delePaul, Luther, the WesRUBENS,
ble disaster at Minneapolis, wherein tue two
strong in the Episcopal church.
But leys,Edwards
——Mg. CARLETON CorriN; in a letter large mills of Ex-Gov. Washburn were deand other eminent servants
gation. Some trouble was anticipated
But there is one matter on which I can from Charlesto
" such changes, says Dr. Hodge, do not of God,
n, 8. C., to the Congrega- stroyed, that gentleman went out with the but it was happily settled so that our conwere designed for the times in not look
as
calmly.
In
fact,
I
reached
come from ¢ thoughts.”
¢ Thoughts which they lived
tionalist, mentions an incident whieh should
University Regents of Wis., to locate the site
and for the work at to the boiling point’in
considering it this have a good deal of influence in forecast- of an observatory which he has endowed and ference was very harmonious. Requests for
come from the heart.
If the heart be hand. None but the
most
good, the thoughts will be good. Af the doubt that the present period skeptical can morning; and I am confident that it ‘will ing the condition of the colored people in donated to the State. The ; Governor is F. Baptist preaching and the organization
of F. B. -churches came from several
is witness- do me more good to free my mind in rewealthy, and as liberal as he is wealthy.
heart be evil, the thoughts will be evil.” ing a repetitio
the South. He says:
n of history in this particu- gard to it than it will
places,but we had no ministers to supply
The
Congregationalist
regrets
to
ebserve
be
a
source
of
re| “Was not that-one of the old ‘slave |
Dr. Hodge adds:
i
lar. = Revival work is demanded, and
them. There are many places in the
that
a
Congregationalist
minister
has
been
gret for the crudities which will undeubt- marts ?” I ask of a colored man stan ding.
What
fs-to be-our-fate-in- this country 5 there are those who are especially adapt- edly
-exehanging-putpits-with—a-Universutist;-andappear in so doing. tis in regard on the corner of the street.
The answer to this question does not 8
£2
“Yes, sir. My father and mother, the Watchman sees the logical outcome of privileges are enjoyed, - and churches
to the paintings of Rubens. Ihave had a
rpend upon those who call themselves ed to carry it forward.
In
the
brother
and sisters were sold in it; but I ‘ free communion” in the presence, recently, could be organized if we had the men to
present
great
-““thinkers.”
movement, and,
It depends
entirely - on
glance at quite a goodly number, or
of Rev. Charles Howard Malcom at the Come
own
it
now
!” is the reply.
whether or not we provoke God to take indeed, its proportions seem to render it rather a badly number, of his pictures, |
Truly, this field is white for the
work.
So the chattel has become a. capitalist. munion table in a Unitarian church. Chris- harvest, but there are no laborers.
“his Holy Spirit from us.
Should he de- worthy of such designation, Mr. Moody and I am thoroughly disgusted with them,
tianity
will
doubtless
survive
both
of
those
This owner of the old slave mart is a reppart, then cometh ‘ the abomination of
The Sabbath was very pleasant and at
The position and am ashamed of myself for even glanc- resentative man.
The shrewd men of his acts,
desolation.” Should this happen, woe be stands inthe foreground.
an
early hour the people ‘began to come
which
he
race
are
fast
becoming
owners
of
real
occupies
Thgslecoration
of
the
Legion
of
Honor
has
has
been
well earned. ing at so many. The Belvedere gallery
to them who shall then live.
We have,
“given to the oldest
schoolmaster of up to the house of the Lord from different
however, no fear for the chureh, either His labors have been abundantly blessed in this city is said to contain a fine collec-- estate. They purchase buildings in the been
city. They are cultivating the straw- France, who has been teaching since 1818 in
here or elsewhere, except from the de- of God. He seems remarkably
From Morganfield six miles
adapted tion of his works, and I looked quite ear- berry in the suburbs. You see a regi- the very parish where he was born. The cer- localities.
cline of piety.
Wherever the Spirit to direct in such
on horse back, on foot
came
they,
away
a movement, and call nestly at one this morning, one against
ment of colored men and women picking emony took place at Clermont-Ferrand, at a
comes as a sanctifier he comes as a teachZion, eleven miles
From
wagons.
in
and
around
him
the
ripening
berries—sending
eightyothers
who
are
adapted to which a star was placed in the guide
er.
dinner given by the prefect in honor of the
co-operate with him. He seems not only book. The painting is very large in size thousand quarts by this week's steamer to minister. The whole scene was very impres- away, they came in large numbers,and some
‘Now it is obvious that these very quesfrom Corydon, 16 milesaway. At Mount
sive,
It pays to recognize and honor the
to have power with God but also a knowl- and represents the curing of possessed New York.
“tions raised by those who have so earnestschoolmdster.
.
Develop
industrious
and
provident
habVernon,
12 miles up the river, they
edge of men.
Among those who have persons by Ignatius Loyola. The latter
:1y diseussed the doctrine of future punchartered a small steam boat and came
The Christian Index (Ga.) makes the fol
been brought prominently forward, dur- is standing in the ehurch. Far above his | its among these people and there need be
ishment are as old as history. They have
lowing statement: * The avernge number of down en masse.
After sermon (as they
ing the past year, to engage in this work, head ‘are cherubs. On his immediate no undué‘anxiety about their future.
persons baptized last year, by each ordained
been standing subjects of discussion.
If
say it down here) they * called a collecis Rev. “Geo. F. Pentecost, of Boston,
right is a line of holy men. Right below
Baptist minister in the United States, was
- not already settled, are they likely to be
Each one puts his money on the
whose name has been for a long time fa- him and around him are the demoniac ——THE following description, by the eight; the average number baptized by our tion.”
- settled ‘by the present agitation? Says
miliar to many of our readers. In sever- persons, and off on the right the demons Boston correspondent of the Christian In- missionaries in foreign fields was forty-one.” table, and it will be easily imagined what
- Dr. Hodges
al of the places where Mr. Moedy has la- are vanishing through the upper ait" as telligencer, of Mr. Emerson's mode of au- And yet there are people who talk about the the stir would be as they would sing, “0,
Leastof all are they likely to be settled bored during the winter, he
has been they are being expelled one after ariother. thorship will be relished by many people failure of foreign missions. We presume that it's all I want, a little more money for
# by the men who have now taken them in
what is true of Baptists as above stated “is Jesus,” and all pressing for the table. It
thought
to
be
the
fitted
instrame
nt to This I take to be the rough outlingof the ‘who, if they have read anything by Mr. equally true of the other denominations.
hand. From all appearances, they are
was suggested that the gentlemen put
Emerson,
can
not
fail
to
have
noticed
the
picture,although
I
have
seen
no
description
take
up
the work where it was left, and
“making sad work ofit. They begin wrong.
A sister of the author of the hymn, * The
"They-may understand themselves; but to carry it forward. Suecess attended his of it. Here, thought I, was jan opportu- scrappy and disjointed collection of mat- | Ninety and Nine,” states that it was written their money on one end of the table and
‘they-fail to- make themselves intelligible to efforts. At length near the close of the nity which could not: pass unheeded on ter that makes up his essays:
the ladies the other. This created quite
for a friend who edited * The
Children’s
‘their readers. They say that the interpre- , month of January,
a
competition.
Both parties did well.
the
part
of
the
artist
for
expressing:
someSome day an idea takes possession of Hour.” It was copied into various publieaduring which he had
tation of the Bible must be controlled by
him.
It
smites
him
with
the
pang.
of
thing
high
and
noble
;
something:
serious,
$9.75 and the ladies
gave
gentlemen
The
{
labored
tions,
but
it
was
comparatively
little
noticed
in
Providenc
e,
he
decided
to reour intuitions. = But the word intuitionis
authorship.
grows upon him into the until Mr. Sankey discovered the words acei- $8.70. This, added to that brought in the
used in two very different senses.
Pop- sign his pastorate, and to give himself earnest, calm and holy in the expression necessity of anIt essay.
brings out his dentally, in a religious: newspaper, while rid- letters, amounted to $30.25, showing a
ularly it means an immediate judgment of wholly to revival work.
of Loyola. But I looked in vain for any multitudinous scraps and leentries
of facts, ing on the train between Glasgow and Edinthe mind that a thing is true or false, right
‘There is a marked fitness in Mr. Pen- thing suggestive of these: ' The face and thoughts, images and outlines, and looks burgh, and, uniting them to his own taleat, so commendable liberality.
.or wrong. - Such immediate judgments,
On Thursday morning I took passage
whether intellectual or moral, are as vari- teeost thus taking a pesition beside Mr. the form, as well as his posture, with his them’ all over, laying aside such as seem rendered them that they have beeome perhaps on a
boat that landed me near the place
to
bear
upon
his
subject.
Mr.
Aleott
right
hand
extended
and
his
eyes
uplifted
the most widely known sacred song which he
able as the wind and as unstable as water. Moody. Their personal appearances are
once found him stretched upon the floor sings,
of holding the Eddyville Q. M. on the
:
»
and
the
halo
above
his
head,—all
this
To make them the rule by which to inter- in many respects
similar.
Without
of his study which was strewn with these
| Cumberland river.
ret the Word of God is simply to annihi- knowledge to
This Q. M. contains
fails to elicit-the spirit. It is all «made papers, and raking out from them his mathe
contrary,
but
few
would
- ldte it as a rule of faith and practice.
It
eight churches and five ministers. All
up” for the occasion. The altars are piled terial for the next essay. Having made
dispute
that
they
were.
natural
brothers.
is to substitute our reason for God’s reason,
reported, and were in good condition.
with the best of wood, and the fat of the his selections, he shuffles them like a pack
«our moral judgments
for his moral judg- Both have great physical endurance.
Business meetings very pleasant and the
ments. Whatever euphuistic phraseology Judging from their preaching their views ‘land slain and placed thereon as a saeri- of cards, trying first one order and then
Sabbath-school Reports.
may be adopted, this is the soul and es- of tae leading points of Christian doctrine fice, but the fires of heaven do not come another, and frequently making his earlier
religious largely attended. The meeting
audiences
the
victims
of
his
experiments,
sence of infidelity. In the proper sense are very
I have just forwarded last year's Re- was held with a country church, but the
, down to consume it. But the illustration till he has brought the work of literary
nearly
idemtieal.
Both
are
of the word, only those immediate judgports,—a copy for each school inthe de- people on the Sabbath came twelve and
ments are intuitions which are necessary thoroughly enlisted in the work of saving fails of being applieable, for Rubens calls art to its perfect form.
nomination, — to the Yearly Meeting fourteen miles to attend it, and what was
and universal, the correctness of which souls. Each is in his own way adapted for no heavenly fires; he seems to be wtno. man can’ doubt: and no man does tohold the attention of large audiences terly uncomseious of standing in need of ‘——«HEeAr a few words on the other agents, with blanks for the present year's unusual, quite a large number of white
doubt.
:
and to move them... They preach, and the them, and therefore the painting presents stde,” says the Examiner in view of the report. Each Sunday-school should re- people came also. After the morning serThe ‘intuitions, when they take cogni- inevitable result is that conversions fol- quite a complacent aspect, as if it were growing desire among country ministers ceive a copy with blank from the agent mon and collection,the good sisters spread
zance of primary truth, may be proper- low. There is, however, a difference in veritably animated with the fervor of a | t be settled over city pastorates. It then soon, If they do not receive them,please their table cloths upon the ground and
write to me, and you shall be supplied.
emptied their baskets of boiled ham, fried
ly said to control Bible interpretation. these men. Mr. Moody is evidently a meek and lowly mind. No doubt he has adds these considerations:
Address,
E. W., PagE,
chicken, biscuit, sweet bread, cake and
well pictured the demoniae péfsons, for
“ No man,” says Dr. Hodge, ** believes special apostle to the non-church-geing
You are now the pastor of a. united,
Cor, Sec. S. S. Union,
everything to tempt the appetite. When all
that-Christ is a lamb or a lion ;” or ** that class. ‘He draws and holds those who their faces ave certaimly horrible enough rgasonably strong and influéntial church.
Box 2817, N. Y. was ready the people arranged themselves
God has eyes, or ears, or hands, or feet.” have not frequented the house of God for to. give one the nightmare; and yet in
ou have "been in this relation long | New York, May 7.
on each side, a blessing was invoked, and
The .common-sense
person intuitively | years. Mr. Pentecost is more especially even these you feel as though it were only e Jongh to be highly respected in the |
Feeble Ohurches.
The’ white
then all helped themselves.
‘takes such representations as figurative. adaptedto arouse and edify. the. church- the fleshly bodies which were tormented | C2 ure and in the community. You are
looked up to as one of the most influenpeople seemed to enjoy the meal as well
‘But Dr. Hodge's complaint ‘against ‘ the goers. The former puts in the plow, the of the spirits. . Even the children in his tial men
THE REMEDY.
the place, and called upon to
;
wwriters in question” is that they do not. latter follows with the harrow.
The remedy has already been intimated, as the meeting.
The works have something of this everlasting take part in important services in a wide
This meeting gave great encouragewise the word * intuition” in the sense of former presents plain truths in a blunt lostfulness of paint on them. Some of cirele of churches about you. Your wife in the stggestions made to ministers and
way, the latter presents the same kind of bis faces would he handsome, did they not and family are recognized in the best seo- ‘churches. But the details have not been ment to the brethren, and left a good inprimary truth:
ciety as its equals. You have time for.
truths
with more of the graces of ora- invariably drive one to that old adage of
‘With them it means theimmediate judgcareful study, a comfortable ‘* parsonage,” pointed out. ~The arrangement that fluence on the community. On Saturday
our
grandmothers,
that
handsome
is
that
-mment of an individual man as to what is tory, and in accordance with the approvbe best for one church might not night there were two converted, on Saba pleasant home, all the work you can do, would
true or right. This is obvious, because ‘ed models of sermonizing.
you with economy be practicable with another. Two church- bath night there was deep feeling. I think
The whole handsome does. It does seem as though and a support enabling
propose to introduce a new rule -of
ing was very well expressed by a little it was high time to protest against this to make ‘‘ the ends meet and a little es near together might arrange to have that our Q. Ms. are a great source of
interpretation, which shall upset the theenthronement of wantonness in the chief more” every year.
the same minister,one sermon’each,every strength to these people, and I am sure
ology of ‘the past and unsettle what is
galleries of Europe.
In cases where those considerations Sabbath, 8. school and social
now regarded as certain. But itis a sheer
meetings. there is an increase of mental as well as
apply we have no doubt that they will be Of course one sermon mustbe in the A. M., moral culture. Our Cairo Q. M. comOTHER, PICTURES. , »
;
sibility that the theology of the past
ind the common faith of the present
J. S. MANNING.
But E have lived to see two or three duly heeded. But what about the great the other in P.M, Inthe country there t mences Friday.
shuld be founded on hilaciples which |
*e
number of pastors whose churches are not are but few instances, where the churches
pictures,
for
the
glimpse
of
which
henceno man ever has believe or ever could
forth I shall continne to be devoutly particularly strong, who have no parsen- would be so located as to adopt that
Send the Money or Pledges.”
believe,
I. do not know as the last age, who barely make a living on the sal- | eourse. Then let two churches unite,
£
Will
those
who have heard the urgent call
other,
ol
on which the Princeton
centuries.
“ Now there are diversities sentence is literally true, but 'it was the ary including the donation, and who are and, after consultation, agree upon a minfrom our Southern Mission field, in behalf of
Finally, the occasion calls for

city, traveling one

most note-worthy event of the

The

disbursed;

TOPICS.

——THE attempt to revive the old May
anniversaries in New York city has been
reasonably successful, and last week was

How-

the

worship.

years, $1,161,519.

*40+

reports. The American Bible society is
still in straitened circumstances but hopeever, the truth compels me to be almost | ful. The
American Home Missionary
untrue in having to state that there are society has done & good year’s work, one
men one meets on the street who are not |i tem of its report—that the Sunday-schools
uniformed. These vast armies of Europe connected with its churches had the past
are not hidden away, even if it was possi- year contributed $11,000—being especialble to conceal such numbers fromt the 1 y noticeable. General ‘interest will atpublic view. To see them marching tach to the reports of the American Tract
through the streets in bands was not an society. Its total payments for the year
event to cause uneasiness, but it did make have been $409,992, and receipts, $403,341.
me a little nervous at first to see so many The Secretary's report states that the
had about the men on this side of the

of them let loose, as it-were, all over

‘“ an end to all need of discussion.”

there is one painter above all othersin
whom my soul rejoices, and that one is
Murillo.—E. A. 5. *

on

the

”s

Denominational - Hefos.

Ra

“Who pentied & letter to Mr. Moody.

‘theologian
raises against this loose use of of gifts, but the same spirit.”
the word * intuition” is that * it is precisely that whith Bad hoot isd of it by

skeptics
‘and rationalists in all ages.”
For instance:

* And he

gave some apostles, and some prophets ;
and some evangelists ; and some; pastors
and teachers ; for ‘the perfecting of the

There are. those who say saints, for the work of the ministry,
the edifying of the body of Christ.” «
all things are yours; whether Paul,
Apollos, or Cephas.”
It becomes

for
For
or
the

first one that came inte the mind.

Those

sure to have more or less growlers among

than that, they tell me of the sadness and
the bitterness of life as well; and take

their parishioners? We presume these are
not of the class who sigh for- city pastorates. And they are wise if they do not.
For really the country pastor, as a rule,

the sweet and the sad and the bitter: out

is the man to be envied.

faces abide with me and are: the sources
of sweet and pure enjoyment.
Nay,more

of life, and what is it ?- Their influence is

ister, and engage him, and consider his
charge as one, with two preaching places.
If churches can not do this, let the Q. M.

by Com., form the feeble

and destitute

churches into a circuit,

circuits,

or

and

engage
a man or a missionary to labor
among them, requiring

the

the Girls’ Boarding

Hall,

at Harper's

Ferry,

and, having heard, have proposed to do some=
thing for that pressing need, send thei? contri
butions at once? Or, if not prepared to do this
just now, will they please send in their pledge
es,—be they ever so small—to be paid during
the summer? This part of the ‘‘ King’s busie

churches:to | ness requires haste.”

The building committee

quiet and restfl ; a calmness which is ~—AN immense work is being accom- ‘adopt some regular system, to aid in the will not go forward till. the ‘thousand dollars
church of God to rejoice in the gifts of all not to be monopolized by thé moments of plished in the United States by ehurch- support of their meeting. Let them em. are assured them, and it is very important to
have this assurance before May 80, the time of
| its ministers and ih the work of all. Nay, | soberness
and meditation,
but which is the extension societies, whose objects are to
ah mor
e, it shogiv
uel‘the
d m its earnest | vital spirit of action and enthusiasm, ‘And help feeble churches and erect places of ploy a: minister who can give his whole’ the Storer Normal School Anniversary. The
time to the work. | Or let theQ. M, em- laying of the corner stone of the Hall, at that
™

rg
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Run

‘tensify the already existing interest, and it is
‘pelieved, will render the completion of the
‘building a work of comparative ense,
the Sabbath-

of

superintendents

the

schools, to whom circulars were sent last year,

asking them to sell to their ‘scholars, bricks,
windows, doors, ete., lend their

who

ately? We hear of some

immedi-

aid

are at work.

Schools,

the Normal
flockitong

of the

The

The ladies’ hall is also

known as Fort Ancient, Ohio.
ON the 28th of April, sixteen

to find shelter

have

some

running over, and

pro-

are

more than full, and rough barracks

vided for the overplus.

are

dormitories

men's

young

persons

writer, “It

the

Says

rooms.

sitting

AN article from

five persons
The church

Rev.

D.

R.

Bartlett,

sions by baptism during

of

Nine months ago I left home
pose of

ITEMS.

The

Washington

formed, relating to nearly all

Q. M., P’a., has made some progress during the

past year.

Lake Pleasant church, under their

enterprising pastor, A. Losee, assisted by
brethren W. Parker and E. H. Baldwin, comsmeneed a year ago to lay the foundation for a

-meeting-house, which they completed

till

Providence, May 9.

I

the

churches

Business
A

in

forces | its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving

interestingly

He remember-

of things of the

full information,

send

and

builders.
Sparta church one year ago commenced to
build them a house.
By perseverance and
» much sacrifice the brethren completed it, so

that it was dedicated on the 21st of December
following, free from debt. ' Rev. A. Losee deest Stories,
Poetry,
.livered an excellent discourse Yo a large and | | members,-all
need more- piety, more. faith in | “Fifteci
Cents (stamps
. attentive audience:at the dedication, and Rev.
S. Rogers made the consecrating prayer.
All things considered, the small number of
. our membership and their limited means, also
that our churches are country churches, the
lookout for the future never was brighter.
What we need is two or more persevering and
energetic preachers, who have the cause of
Christ at heart and are willing to sacrifice for

his sake.

God, and in each other, more liberality, and
more earnest work, more system, and more
love for our denomination (without sectarianism). We need to take our denominational
paper, and read it well.
‘We need to read the
word of God and pray in our families.
We
should remember our solemn eovenant obligations, and attend the meetings of the chureh,
as often as possible.
Ministers should encourage and sustain each other.
Private members

W. H. CUTLER.

should do all they can to build each other
request,

unanimous

by

will remain another year with the 2d Buxton
(Me.) church....Rev. L. W. Gowen has resigned the pastorate of the No. Parsonsfield
(Me.) church and gona'to Poland, Me.....Rev.
S.'R. Evens has entered upon the pastorate of
the West Davenport (N. Y.) church....Rev.
E. M. Baxter has resigned the pastorate of the
North Plato church, Ill, to. take effect the

meetings.

third Sabbath in June.

ble and heavenly place

Western.

his residence and present P. O. address.
Rev. JouN H. BALDWIN has resigned his
-vpastoral charge of the Salem & Bear Creek
(Ind.) F. B. churches and has accepted the
«care of the York and Union churches in the
Harmony Q. M. Bro. Baldwin removes thith« er during the month of May, at which time we
learn that his P. O. address, will be West
and

East

where.
I acknowledge

SmMoNTON,

the Pleasant Plain F. B. church,

friendly

The work which

been accepted as members

M.

each

many

favors

enjoya-

of Heaven.

from

commenced
labors

by us.

The Providence Methodist

pastor

of the

Pleasant

Grove church,and the newly completed church
edifice, of Springfield, O., is now
canyassing for money to defray

church debt.

engaged in
that entire

‘We trust that ‘success will at

tend his efforts. ~ For surely the enterprise is
well worthy. Send-in your dollars, brethren,
to Box 592, Springfield, O., and have your
names enrolled upon the scroll of honor,

proved

WE learn that Bro. D. A. Tucker, of Millhousen, Ind., is desirous of securing a field

Published by the Free Bap- | mer term opens June 4.

Mismionary

ty.

Sool

Forme,

8 cents a

a

sary

ry

I

of

labor. Any churches wishing the labors of a
good Christian minister and a zealous worker,
will do well by addressing that brother.
, Saturday & Sabbath, April 20 & 21, 1878,
were days which will linger long in the memory of many members of the Little Sugar

and

silver

have

popular
by the

appearance,

but great

a highly

ursday.

the Walyorth

following

he Programme:

{ng

sermon,

J. Luitwiler. The Chris:

additional

yalue.

in them such of the best results

of our

as

can

a

ifications and duties of the Christian’ ministry,
its

at least.

asked for,
no prettier
:
the public

Good

said

re

common. sense”

especially in watehes, MEANS LOW

watches

QUALITY, WITH

LOW PERFORMANCE AND HIGH REPAIRS.
Our mission was, and our business is, to Make
good watches, whatever the cost; holding firmly to

this single purpose, we have seen improvement in
quality and reduction in cost by means of discqy-

can truly say, Waltham Watches, in their respect:
ive grades, are the best watches made, and as to
the lower grades they ave within reach of everybody who earns wages. Our prices are as low as
they ought to be, and as low as they will be.
Watches can not be made for nothing, even by machinery. We say to the public, buy a good ‘ watch
whild you gre about it, and pay a proper price for
‘VY

«H,

stomach with violent

PRESCOTT,

"

Clerk.

Tarrant’s

easant

and

VEN

tary

salu

pleas
%

18x.

.

Seltzer

Aperient.

fhe Moje internal
I ey A dose is instantacously
prepared, iq) an
Je thi
is refreshin, g
this by using it.
and portable. Prove the trut

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

i
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ORGANS piziewiest tM RAGING

Barker--G
Baldwin—-J W
Bates—W H Bowen--J M
€lurk—E N Chace--GW
Cushman—A M Coombs—A
ton—M A Cate—E Day—M
© D Durgin—T Decker—H

coutinue

Cars

over

WITT be

.

French—Mrs

T

Books

met at Freéporton |

at 9 1-2 and 10, A,

i

>

Foreign

Wilmot

Flat,

Churches will remit their 2 cent

CHAUTAUQUA Q.M. will hold its next session with the
church at Dayton,N. Y, P.O. address, East Leon,
N: Y.,commencing June 1, at 10, A, M. Clerks please

-

and capitation

tax.

W.E.GRrRiswoLD,

Clerk.

EXETER Q, M. will be held with the church
Corinth, commencing June 5, at 2, P.M.

.

at East

D. SWEETLAND,

The

Freewill Raptist church ofJackson,

without a pastor.

A call is extended

Clerk.

N.

to an

Y.,

is

energetic

winister with the spiritof the Master.
By order of
the board of trustees.
D.H. FLETCHER, Clerk.
BLUE VALLEYQ. M. willbe held on the 4th Friday
Saturday and Sunday in May, at Adam’s Peak, Kansas, instead of the third Friday.
JOB. BATES, Clerk.
WESTERN R.I. Q.M, willholq its next session with
the Westtord ;church, commencing
May 29, at 10, A.
M.,'and continuing two days,
The Ministers’ Conference will be held the Tuesday preceding at 2, P.M,
S. B.YoUNG, Clerk.
MONROEQ. M.,N.

Y., will

hold

its

next

0

-

4,13
8.00
5.0

Clerk.

3.00
1.00
4.00

‘Winfield 8. Tyron, of Berlin, and Miss Elmina L.Oli-

LISBON

Q.

M.

will

be

held

with

the

churchat

- Died
Ie

Whitefield, June 1 and 2, - Conference, May 3l,at 1,
P.M.
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

Warranted

money

Y. M. will hold its next sesstofilf

Sr. LAWRENCE

Free Baptist church at Sprague’s Corners,
Co., N. Y.,to commence Friday, June 28, at
Sprague’s Corners ison the Rome & WaterWM. WHITEFIELD , Clerk, .
R

SUSQUEHANNA Y. M. willhold its next session with
the Warren church in Bradford Co., Pa,, June 21-23.
It is hoped that Dr, Ball willbe with us. All persons
the R. R. will stop at Owego, N.Y.
coming on
where teams will be in waiting for them if notice is
sent to Rev.d. Greene, Warren Center, Pa. The time
of arrivalat Owego should be sent to Bro. Greene,
Let all the Q. M's be
th at all may be provided for.
by letter and delegates, and the Q. M.
represented
tax of last year be forwarded by the clerks.

0, C. WHITNEY, Clerk.

EXETER Q. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE

will meet

at the F. Baptist eburch at East Corinth, on Tuesday,
June 4,at 6, P,M. Order of exercises: 1. Public ser=
mon on Regeneration, by E. G. Eastman, Tuesday
2, Exposition of
evening. Substitute, J.B, Davis.
the 1st chapter of the 1st Eplstie of John, by V.D.

Sweetland,

Substitute,O.

Pitts. 3, Recitation of 8th

a

IY Boston.
a Bottle.

astonishing cures.

These

Preparations

been the standard

have’

hundred

years,

and

tious

and

héalthy. : Cocoa

of minjsterialaid; Franklin, Burlington Flatts, Exeter. Tray of our ministers are at liberty, they can netiate with these destitute churohes at the next Q. M.,
eld in Oneonta.

“7D,

M. MILLER,

Clerk.

week at Ridgeville College, RidgeCOMMENCEMENT
ERAN IAOnE, Tuesday and Wednes-

ville,

Indiana.

day, May28 ‘and 29.

Baccalaureate sermon

hy the

a

Unique,

magazine.

merit

with

Two

monthlies.

secular

best

first-class serials begin soon, one by Edward
“A complete success.”—The
Everett Hale.
Poet Whittier. “Has become a general fayorite.”
year.
— Hartford Courant. Popular price, $3 a

Special terms now

offered.

AFTER-

SUNDAY

SURE REWARD!

NOON,

Springfield, Mass.

i

3

5 YEARS to PAY FOR A FARM.
$4 to $10 PER

ACRE.

‘Beech and Maple Land in Michigan, in the Mil
lion Acre Grant of the Grand Rapids
and Indiana Railroad Company.

Strong Soil,
Sure Crops,
Plenty of Timber,
No Drought,

;

No Chinch Bugs,
No ‘‘ Hoppers,”
Running
Pure

Railroad

Streams,
Water,
:
Ready Markets,
Schools.

Completed
through
e Grant,

Centre

of

NEW NEW-ENCLAND HOME,

This Land ahd State are specially suited to the
NEW ENGLAN
habits of the THRIFTY
FARMER, and is the gest possible opportunity
for placing song and daughters in a mew home,
with a far better beginning than that of their Fa;
thers.
Send for pamphlet, English or German.
Address W. 0. HUGHART,
Land

Commissioner,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Title perfect

Broma, an

:

contains as much

unrivaled

delicdcy and: aroma.
Breakfast Cocoa,~a& general

favorite.

reputa-

*' Chocolate,

Baker's
the

1

No.
very

best

ST

preparation of plain Chocolate in ‘the market. Vanilla
Chocolate, unsurpassed in
flavor and quality.

flesh-form-

the highest premium

MISFIT

food

in

ing matter as beef.
Awarded

excellent:

for invalids, and

have

RENSSELAER O. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE, Ses=
sion at Alps in June. Programme; 1, What is a Free
Ba tist church? introduced by Rev, 1. B, Colaman,
2. Fhe Mutual Relation between the church and Q. M.
De a. A. E. Cole. 3. The Duty of the Church towards
4. The Duty
. Total Abetinence, Dea. J.B. Lawrence.
of the Chureh towards Home and Foreign Missions,
Dea. P. Witbeck, 5.Church Finance, Rev, W. Fuller.

supplied

(or

the

Sunday

matter being all original, and by the very best
writers. Fresh, bright and spicy. ‘Ranks in’ liter-

.ary

and excellence for nearly one

are pure, nutri-

béem

all

perfectly delightful

of purity

They

with ministers, The Franklin church is made vacant.
As we now stand the following
churches are destitute

cure

Profitable Work.
In canvassing for: SUNDAY AFTERNOON,

COS
ER & COCOA.
WALTER BAKAND
| CHOCOLATE
tion.

Meredith and Oneonta churchies bave

for

Sold everywhere. $1
Send for Pamphlets of
13teowl1s

gained a world-wjde

|

perfect

returne:l)

chapter of Butler's Theology. 4. Presentation of writ.ten sketches of sermons by other ministers,
0. Pires, Clerk.

Bro.J.M. Langworthy will preach the opening sermor.
Delegates coming by rail will find teams in
read iness at Prospect station, to convey them to Grant.
It is desirable that there should bea full delegation in
attendance from all the churches of the oA M.
;
;
M. 8.8SLOCUM, (lerk pro tem,

C, Walton,

worst forms of Piles, Leprosy,
Serofula, Salt Rheum, Rheumatism, Catarrh, Kidney Diseases,
and all diseases of the Skin and
Blood.
intirely Vegetable.
H.
|D- FOWLE & CO, Montreal and

SOUTHERN ILL. Y, M. will be held at Carbondale,
May 24-26.
Ministers’
Conference
commencing
J. 8S. MANNING.
Wednesday previous.

with the
Jefferson
2, P.M.
‘town R.
220

13, Charles
3

hk >a.
2

& Co., Phila

AGENTS.

130.88
Treas.
¢

ver, of Phipsburg, Me.
In Raymond, May 2,by Rev. B, S. Manson, Mr.George
F. Robinson, and Mi
a F. Gilman.
:
March 19, by Rev.Ib/A, Lang,Mr. Ezra B, Brown,of
Barrington. and Mrs.
Frances J. Gear. Also, Mr. Joseph W, Smith, f Barrington ,and Mrs, Nancy E, Fernald, ofiLee.
In Kenesaw, Neb., Apr i125 ,by Rev. A. D (Williams,
Mr. I.D.Evans,of Lowell, Neb,, and Miss EmmaL.
‘Williams, of K., daughien ofthe officiating clergyman,
In Portsmouth,at Dea, C. E. Dixon's house, Sept.
27, James T.Bickford,of Deerfied]l, and Miss M. Alice
Dixon,
of P.
In Lawrence, Mass,. May 1,by Rev. A. L. Houghton,
OwenL, Gilman, of Sandwich, N. H., and Rionie A.
Cox, of L. April 10, B, Albion Foss and Emma D.
Wardwell, both of La -April4, Charles B. Webster and
Mary S, Small, both of L.

In Barrington,N. H., March
aged 10 months and 24 days.

refine

and

same time.
I
we

tensive stock in the New England States. 18 new
kinds added to my list this season. Catalogue
and price list free. © CHARLES S. PRATT,
No. Reading, Mass.
2t19

session

A.Z. MITCHELL,

the

in

PLANTS.
STRAWBERRY
ACRES DEVOTED TO STRAWBERRIES;
The finest and most exover30 varieties.

:
15
©)

Missions.

at the

Heart
0!

Address, J. C. McCurdy

In Osceola,
O., at the residence of the bride’s mother
April 30, by Rev.J. A. Sutton, Mr. David Baldwin
and M iss Carrie Phillips.
In Rumney, March 17, by Rev. Thomas
Wyatt, Jr.
Mr. Fred H. Caldon and Miss Lewella Gray,both of R.
April 1, Mr. Odnalro ‘L. Stevens and Miss Nellie M,
Downing, both of R. April 13, Mr, Edwin B.
Evans
of Piymouth, and Miss Jessie M. Currier,ot Asbland.
InsWindham, Me., April 16, by Rev. W. J. Twort,Dr.
Maria
George A. Clark, of Portland, Me., and Miss
Mr.
Rock,
at White
P. Robinson, of W. April24,
of
both
Davis,
E.
Mary
Miss
and
Wescott
Reuben
Gorham, Me.
In Hampton, Oct. 13, by Rev. L.L. Harmon, Amos H.
Foss, of North Yarmouth, Me., and Miss Sylvania Dow,
of Seabrook. Oct.28, A, Wm, Gookin,ofH., and Miss
Harriet A. Brown, of Seabrook. Nov. 29, at the bride’s
father’s in Hampton, Clarence T. Brown and Miss Sarah
W. Emery, bothof H.
March 9, William Dining and
Miss Sarah J. Moulton, both of North Hampton.
In Hyde Park, Mass,, May 1, by Rev, P. B. Davis, Mr.

with the Wheatville church, the 1st Friday
in June.
Please forward the anpual report ‘and the ten cent tax.

reading

A book to create

to fill Head and

taste,

Married

tax,

MEMORIES.

suggestive, truthful.

|

N.H.,

sells.

that

For the book

Wanted.

OME

A work brim full of the choicest

N.BROOKS,

also those in arrears on Gen, Con. tax will please remit without tail.
F.M. RICHARDS, Clerk.

forward statistical reports

Agents

adel
13t16

Son & Coy,

English language. Bright and Cheerful throughout. Wise counsel and rare entertainment for old
and young. In everything it is varied, pleasant,

Oakland Q M Mich per O H Smith
Greenbush Wis per J Westlake
J D Weld No Providence R I
Mrs T C Brown 2,00 Mrs L § Westcott 1.00
RI per M A White
W Scituate
Unknown New Sharon Me
per J Miller
Wis
M
Q
Lafayette
Rev W Clark Paw 'aw int on note

RENSSELAER
Q. M. will be held with the Alps
¢chureh, commencing Friday, at 1, p. M., June 7.
1. B.COLEMAXN, Clerk.

Soap!-

1876

MAIL.

H J White Lewiston Me.

Toilet

McKeone,

EXPRESS.

west.

Flour

SeE8

D*|

Rev D M Stuart Pike N Y.
Rev F L Wiley Whitefield N H,
Freelon Starbird Sumner Me
—J-Bartlett-Gariand-Mey
’

Mm
Maize

5)

Forwarded.
BY

AM. SJONTON, Clerk.

Q. M. will beheld at

|.

C
L Re
Pageh—J L Reynolde-= A Robi
Sma lley—Mrs M
—R
M Scott—H
Roberts—J D Smith
S
Shermcrhorn—L E
F
Smith—Mrs A Stepbenson—A
Snell—H M Sleeper—(! O Thompson- A P Tracy—I M
Vail-O Waterbury—S8
Winsor—Mes J Valley—C L
Weed—M T Wyman—Mrs E D Wade—J; C Wells—Mrs
L Wilber—Geo West—M C Walters,

Manchester, N. H.

WEARE

PHILADELPHIA.

Guy—SB

Perkips—O

Piukham—L

Poston—J W Parsons—J

Fox RIVER Q. M. will be held with the North Plato
church, June 21-23. Conference, Friday, at 1, P.M.
E.M.BAXTER, Clerk.

May 26—380,

Charles McKeone, Son & Co.,

Deake—AW

M

Gillon—A

M

Fogg—J W Forsaith—N

soap, made upon new chemical
A perfect laund
principles known on to us. It willdo more work,
an any soap
in existence.
and wash better
Warranted not to shrink
or injure the clothes. Madeonly by .

Given—G H Howard—S D Greeley—W E Griswold—J
George 2nd--W M Haskell—E H Hess—L Hassett 2—
Mrs G Harmon—W _ C Haymond—D Hutches—Hoyt,
Hipman—H M
Inman—W.-M
Fogg & Donbham—L_
Hatch—B Jaquis—D B Jones—A Jones—J K* Johnson
—J Kettle—J R Kinney—Mrs J R Lockie—H W LittleN LaDow—dJ W
Lothrop—H
P
F
H Lord—M
field—
W_Moore—Wwm McNuti—J
Martin—J Moxley—Mrs
T Morse—I) McDonald—P Newman—J C Osborn~T C
Parridge—T M Parker—I Peaslee—E A Prall-RJ

the Sabbath.

One trip will include trains both east and

Daugherty—M

M

R Dankerton—J

OVER 21,000,000 POUNDS SOLD.

R Berry—J Bootes—F L
Brewster—S8 Compton=W
Colby—A H Chase 2-J 8
Cox—A R Cory—A J DutClement—D jcusburg KyN Dawley—A J Dayis—T

Eaton—M C Eyverleth—P Flanders—C

C W

OTSEGO Q.M. will hold its next session with the
Oneonta Village ehurel),
commenging on Friday, at 7,
eries and improvements in machinery, and by
P. M., before the 4th Sabbath in May.
Since our last
natural causes go steadily on together, until we | repurt of the Otrego Q. M., the West Davenport, East

.

t

ge

;

tive,

and Sontinue Wehcadty and

Money Letters Received.

can not be made when neither workman nor em~
WM. FULLER, Sec.
ployer has pride in his occupation; interest and
pleasure in the work are both wanting, and both WHITESTOWN Q. M. will hold its next session with
are essential to good watch-making. Low price,
the church at Grant, commencing on Friday, June 7,

qual-

. Among other things, he

and

:

do not know when they get them nasty, also so ignorant that they neither know nor care whether
they give a man hisdue; I know that the manufac.
turers, ‘ so-called,’ are so set on carrying out competition to its utmost, competition of cheapness,
not of excellence, that they meét the bargain hunt-

of us,

i

)

it

/

;

F Bard—W B—H A Allen—~P Baune--J Bickford—W
H Banker—H Bacon—H 8 Brigham—A
8 Baron—1 H

be

«J know that the public in gemeral are set on
having things cheap, being so ignorant’ that they

wants or expects,

)

Wk REED, Sec.

i

+

rish,

FREEDOM, N. Y., QM. will be held with the Naples church, commencing Friday, May 31, and holding
over the Sabbath. Opening sermon, Friday, at 2, P.
M. Will not winisters of other Q. M’s favor us with
their presence, as we have but afew ministers in this
Q.M?
‘Wi, WALKER.

occasion to warn

nasty wareg at the cheap rate they are
by means of what can be called by
name than fraud.”
We are much mistaken if this is what

esday P.M.

TUESDAY, May 21. 110 1-2, A, M., Minister’s Conference. 2, P.M. Minister's Conference, continued. 7 1-2.
) Mw Aunual Conferenge Sermon, by Rev. A. L, Ger-

STRAFFORD Q.M. will be held at East Randolph,
Vt., commencing
Friday, May 81, at 1, ».M.
Let the
churches remember the annual tax.
:
J. MoXLEY, Clerk.

im-

ers half-way, and cheerfully furnish them with

Con-

the Bishop presiding upon the character,

of

gold

before the ¢ Trades Guild,” says:

to their ministry, educational as well as spiritual and moral. No young man who uses tobacco can be received. Is not this as it ‘should
be among all denominations? The address of

‘obscuration

demonstrat-

William Morris, the eminent English lecturer on
Art and Labor topics, in a recent lecture delivered

high standard of qualifications for admission

markable

noto-

We avail ourselves, too, of this

a

insisting upon

by

It is necessary, also, because it is 80

the public against CHEAP watches. The superiority of Waltham goods in all grades is now so generally acknowledged that our competitors, Swiss
and American, seem to have no recourse but to
present the attraction of low price. Their goods
being inferior to’ours, they have to sell them for
what they can get. Times are hard, and people
generally not knowing a good watch from a bad
one, very often allow a small price to decide them.

consecra-

Episcopal

the present age was characterized

made

We have

26, at 101-2,

beheld with the Wash- : | Domst CS,outrage
will commenc
¥ 00 ver,
Hawise
Ew
I's
+
¢hu
N
but uw

2t20

of

beén made with the view of pleasing practical
watch makers, as well as watch wearers.

Such

M.

is

useful in this popular form of watch.
We give
these new model watches special recommendation
to all who look for good performance and solid excellence at moderate cost. The alterations have

op Foster presided. To an outsider the meetings were especially valuable as affording an
insight into the spirit and workings of Metho-

was admirable.

watches

May

the vive fig

:

Friday and Saturday at the depot,

irrespective

experience and study for twenty years

Mas-

dism.

‘‘ Waltham?”

wholly

We embody

Bish-

evidently

name

“Broadway,” giving to them not only

gachusetts all the way to Provincetown.

are

The

upon all movements,

marks, ¢ Wm. Ellery,” ¢ Appleton, Tracy & Co.,’
«Waltham Watch Co.” “P. S. Bartlett,” and

State of Rhode Island and South-eastern

They

will

We take this occasion to announce that we

ference recently convened in this city, This
body includes all Methodism embraced in Con”
necticut east of the Connecticut River, the

be, we know not.

Treasurer.

recently
entirely
remodeled the very
grades of full-plate movements, known

hundreds of profess-

ing Christians have renewed their
tion, and are living better lives.

and assumed the pastoral care of the Providence, Ind., church, contemplating to remove
his family thither shortly. How true this may
Rev. R. J. POSTON,

Helper.

4

gold.

work of grace ought to affect the life of our
community at every point, for in addition to

& Grand Prairie churches in the Marion Q. M.

avoid

watches

1

y

e

price

This is a fraud upon the purchaser, and accounts
for the low price at which such watches have been

by conjecture merely, but largely as the result

the converts, scores and

St.,

of mon-

PUBLIC.-To

ed by frequent assays that many

Moody,

more than fifty evangelical churches.

THE

1

Ey by Dr. James
silon Rho Literary Society, Thursday evening, May
80. Commencement, Thursday,A. M., May 30. Sum-

Appointments,

»

May 81, at 2,P.M.,

Sases offered in the market, are debased from 10 to
20 per cent. from the quality they assume to be.

of personal knowledge. The number received
"M. The Providence, Ind., church has 'se-| by six or eight churches alone has been more
cured a letter of dismission from the Miami than fifty for each, and there are in the city
the Ripley

Q. M., and become an attache of
:
QM.
WE learn that Rev. J. F, Tufts, of Marion,
Ohio, has resigned the care of the Big Island

William

0 0

y
eTuesday
evening,
§ pstlon iho Literary
Socsaty.,
oven, MayMa
Phillips. ' Anniversary of t he Ep.
L.

»

{ and

to pay postage.
The" “Persons comingon

every one Double Value

eases as now generally sold.

churches in Providence alone, at eight hundred at least. This number is not fixed upon

Q.

& Co.,'162

all sending

rious-as to be a public scandal, that there is great
fraud in the metal quality-of both gold and silver

many

Mr.

EN

to cover only our complete

in the city, in
of

to

the fact that our cases are frequently separated
from our movements, and put upon worthless
movements of other makers, and vice versa, thus
affecting injuriously the performance of the watches and vitiating our guarantee, which is intended

number of converts, but we think it would be
safe to place the accessions by baptism to the

and

Miami

of the

side

Free

of other distinguishing marks.
This caution is rendered necessary by reason

:

December, under the

and entered

Q.

this

most

sent

taken)

TO

plainly engraved

has spread into the country towns and villages.
We are not aware that any definite and systematic efforts have been made to ascertain the

:

Clinton

the

Robbins,

In both Providence and the whele State of
R. 1., the past season has been one marked for
revival effort, and the reaping of its results.

By a late action of Quarterly ‘Conference,
the Blanchester and Second Creek ¥. B.
churches have been granted letters of dismission from the Warren -&

up.

with

etc.,

observe that every genuine watch, whether gold
or silver, bears our trade mark on both case and
movement.
Gold cases are stamped “A.W. Co.” and guarantee certificates accompany them.
Silver cases are
stamped “Am. Watch Co., Waltham, Mass., Coin
Silver,” or “Am.
Watch Co., Waltham, Mass.,
Sterling Silver,” according to quality, and are accompanied by guarantee certificates signed R. E.

Rhode Island Correspondence.

of

upon the labors of the year.

vital

envelopeto

imposition, purchasers of Waltham

I have made no engagement for the future;
and prefer to engage as a temporary supply
only.
T. C. PARTRIDGE.
Oshkosh, Wis.

of Blanchester,
care

CAUTION

York Prairie.

yet without a pastor.
Any faithful, humble,
efficient minister desiring a location with a
good class of brethren in a good field, should
write Bro. H. P. Goff, Broadway, O.
We learn that Bro. (Rev.) A. H. Whitaker,
“the efficient minister of the Concord and Rome
¥.B. churches, in the Licking & Richland
8M, contemplates a change of labor*during
the approaching autumn.
Bro. W. has labor‘ed nearly eight years in thatQ. M.,and the Lord
has abundantly blessed his efforts.
;

M.

self-addressed

GA

_Rev SR Evans W Davenport N Y.

For particulars regarding Electric Belts, address
PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO., New York,
N.Y.
eow20
A

friends, and make special mention of a liberal
donation from the church and community at

F. B. churches, in the Harmony Q. M., are as

A.

and

HEC

i

Annual meeting’of

<>
~~

It is the general prayer, O Lord, may we
have prosperity in all our borders,
in the
home churches, and in our missions and every-

Liberty

Ohio, has again accepted the pastoral

nervous

ey sent. News dealers sell LEISURE HOURS,
seven cents.

our duty and do it, our place and keep it.”

Zanesfield, Logan Co., O.
Newton

N.Y., Guarantee

And then invite all your friends and neighbors
to come to the entertainment.
;
Beloved brethren, there is everything in
store for us, that we seek after and labor for.
¢ God will withhold no good thing from those
who walk uprightly.”
Let us all keep. before
us this good prayer of one of the Fathers, “ O
Lord, help us to know thy law and obey it,

REV. B. F. ZELL, for many years engaged
~~+in pastoral labor in the Harmony (0.) Q. M.,
has removed into the Marion (0.) Q. M., assuming pastoral care of the LaRue and -BurThe former place is
wick F. B. churches.

Bro.

Be social and

other, and make the church

li
_id

THE Broadway,

Publishers, J. I, P

Churches should strive to support their ministers, and encourage them in every reasonable
way ; and not be so particular, that they will
do without preaching because they can not
have the best.
Secure the best yom can get,
and make it better by doing your whole duty.
Ministers should organize the members into a
working force. Nome should excuse themselves from doing any duty required.
Speak,
pray, sing, read or repeat Scripture, in the

Ministerial Personals.
Rev, T. F. Millett,

the

GT

ac

is

nee

will be ocion,
¢

President,
Rev./8. D. Bates, Sunday,

Ad

GENESEE Y. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will be
held with the Middlesex, N. Y., church, commencing
on Wednesday tevening, June 26, at 7.30, P. M. Programme as follows:
1. Opening sermon by J. B. Randall,
Alternate, C.
B. Hart. 2. The Philosophy of the Atonement, C. A,
Hilton. 8.The Relation of the Sabbath-school to the
church,J. D. Smith. 4. Jregeneration, C.B. Hart. 5.
Exegesis of Romans 8:20-23, J. Wood.
6, The Perversion of Scripture, Wm, Taylor.
7. The Past and
Future
of our
Denomination.
D. M. L; Rollin, 8. Tobacco, S. Bathrick.
9. What
Doctrines should be
Made most Prominent in our Pulpit Ministrations, L.
A. Crandall. 10. Elements of Suceess in the Gospel
Ministry, Wm, Walker, 11. fermon, Thursday evening,
>. B.
Hart.
All the above exercises willbe snbject to criticism
except the sermon, Thursday evening.
All ministers
belonging to the Y. M., not mentioned above, are requested to present a paper of their own selection
for
criticism. All ministers belonging to the Conference
are expected to present
a written report of their
labors, studies and support during the past year. It
is hoped that all wili be present promptly at the commencement of the meeting on Wednesday evening,
and try to make itan interesting and profitable occasion.
19
WM. WALKER, Sec.

CARD.
of

ev

¢

Hotices.

as a restorer

pra

THE CURSE OF RUM.

Association condays,
An interintelligence of the
M, B,

come feeble in body and mind.

Amazon,

pe

WEDNESDAY, May 22.
91-2, A, M., Prayer and
d
{
tl
Praise meeting, conducted by Rev, G. H, Child. 101-2,
A, M., Organization of Association and Business. 9
P.
1-4,
3
Churches.
the
from
P. M., Reading of letters
M.. Annual Association Sermon, by Rev. J. M. BrewBeatty’s latest Newspaper full reply amt Sree) be3
ster. 4, P.M., Association Business, 4, P. M., Womfore puying PIANO or ORGAN..
Read
MAINE WESTERN Y, M, will be held with the Haran’s Missionary Meeting for Business. 7 1-2, P. M..
rison church, commencing June 18, at 2, P. M.
west prices ever given. Ad-DIAN:
8
Meeting of Sunday-school Union. Business, tollowed
L. H. WiruaM, Clerk,
with addresses: 1. The Best Methods of Inspiring a
dress, DANIEL F. Bir,
A
0s
f
Spit of Bible Study in our Schools, by Rev. A.J.
ashington, N. J.
PIANOS
204
irkland.2. Indolencc in ‘Sanday-school Work, and
MAINE WESTERN Y.M, Ministers’ Conference will
3. 7heSapday-school
Its Results,by Rev. A. Lovejoy.
be held with the Harrison church,June 18. at 9, A, M.
Library, Its character, Uses and Abuses, h§ Rev. F. E. .
Sti
L.H. WIiTHAM, Clerk.
Davison. 4.Question Box, by Rev, A, Given.
THURSDAY, May 23, 9, A. M., Prayer meeting, coneter ———eri
.
” The
and ib
5,
RuYSoLbS and
dueted by Rev.J. Abbott. 10, A. M,, Association Busi
URPHY, Ove
es.
00.
MINISTERS’ LITERARY SOCIETY connected with the
iscussions: 1. A Plea for Weak Country Inness.
Relation
2.The
AGENTS
WANTED.
:
ii
$83.00
Barney.
8S.
8.
Rev.
by
Central New York Y. M. willbe held with the church
opened
terests,
H. 8. GOODSPEED & CO.,
at North Scribs, commencing June 26, at 7, P. M. Open=
ofthe Missionary Spirit to Christian Growth, by Rev.
3,The Best Methods of Promoting the
ing sermon by Rev.J, M. Langworthy.
1. Essay, The
26117
New York or Cincinnati, O.
A.L. Gerrish.
2. P JM.
Atonement,
its Nature, Design and Effect, Rev. I
Temperance Cause, by Rev. C.D. Dudley.
B. Coleman. 2, The Recognition of Friends in Heaven,
Woman's Missionary Meeting, with Addresses. 31-2,
$7 A Day to Agents canvassing fer the FireRev. Wm. Fuller. 3. The Dutyof the Church
in the
P. M., Sermon, by Rev. T.G. Wilder, followed by a
71-2, Sermou,by Rev.B.D
Temperance Work, ——
Foster, 4, Home Missions,
side Visitor.
Terms and
Outfit Free.
Comuiiuios Service.
Rev. D, Hyde. 5, Essay, Consecration, Mrs. LangAddress P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Me.
the anworthy.
6. The Second Coming of Christ, Rev, 8S.
Churches are requested to take and forward
%
1y17
Hoxie. 7. Future Punishment,
Rev. J. H.
Durkee,
nual collection ot atleast 5 cents per Tesident, meliber.
T
r order,
8. Essay, Faith, Rev. F. H. Partridge,
9. Essay, The
Mission of the Free Baptists, Rev. T. A. Stevens. IC.
Essay, The Pastor’s
Work, Rev. M. C. Brown. 11. The
Post-Office Addresses,
Source of Spiritual Power, Rev. 8. 8, Cady. 12. The
Time for Revival, Rev. A. T. Worden.
13. The Office
Rev E N Fernald to whom all contributions from
or Work of the Holy Spins, Rev. R. H. Tozer, 14.
the churches for the Benevolent Socleties should be
Baptism, its Mode und
Significance.
sent), Lewiston, Me.
REV. 8. F, MATHEWS.
Hs
© By order of committee of assignments,
Rev E M Baxter Burlington I.
Rev L. W Gowen Poland Me.

of

The Great South American Remedy for all speclal diseases, discovered in the great valley of the

Ba

i 1d, CoLBY KNOWLTON, Clerk pro tem.

”

past, but could not remember things of the | Rev. JOSEPH T. INMAN,Station D., Bible House,
N.Y
. Y.
,
1 yi4
present. While I was with him he asked my
pr
name frequently, and each time, repeated the
QUERUS COD
LIVER
OIL
JELLY,
apfollowing question, ‘“ How is the good cause of proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.
the Lord prospering in your place?”
I have
For lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutri-+
tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
asked the same question many
times.
I im, SAUK Co. Q.M. will meet with the church in Forwith more benefit secured to the patient than with
agine that all the aged Fathers, and all others
est, Richland Co., Wis., on Friday, June 7, at 2. P.M,
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The most
interested in the prosperity of the good cause,
tH:
DAVID STILLWELL, Clerk.
delicate stomach will not reject it. ‘Sold by drugare now asking: how is it prospering in the
LAKE GEORGE, N.Y.,Q. M. will hold its next seschurches? I should be happy if I could give a gists and E. H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St., New York.
sion with the Johnsburg church, beginning
Friday,
1y42
a
June 7, at 2,p. M,
A full attendance 1s desired, as
cheering answer.
-‘ there will be very important business to transact.
A superb pair of 6x8 Chromos,
The Lord has sent prosperity to a few of our
‘W.H. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
\
and adorn any home, and a Three
churches.
But most of them dre not advancMonths’. Subscription
to LEISURE
HOURS, a
charming 16-page literary paper, full of the choicOHIO Y. M. will couvene with Beech Grove church,
ing. The causes are many.
Ministers and

so that

church

churches,

;

the

the Wisconsin Y. M.
I once visited an aged minister, who had beed, and talked

it wae dedicated on the 12th of August, following.
Rev. A. Losee preached on the occasion, and Rev. 8. Rogers made the dedicatory
prayer.
The ehurch was cleared from debt at
rthe same time. The house is 32x44. It is a

- beautiful edifice, an honor to the

The annual meeting of the
venes at Greenville in a few
esting meeting and cheering
churches are anticipated.—J,

business

nd

.

tian in Politics, D. W. Conkling, Essential Truth,L.
A. Crandall. A Live Church, C. B. Hart. Future Punishnent, N. 8, Strickaid. Sabbath-schools, R. Nesbitt. Dulies of a Pastor to this Q. M., J. B. Randall,
Reasons for our Denominational
Existence, J. 8.
Clague,
C. A. HILTON, Clerk.

he

indebtedness

w

upon, Avi delegation

. |

New, York

X

G. A. Hilton, Romanism,

gins most timely, and causes them to be grateully received.

with the pur-

the.

churches renders

should know of their standing and their need.
I visited
a good many, and have had reports
from many more, so that I am quite well in-

glory and the welfare of souls.
PENNSYLVANIA

traveling among

The

two of the above named

ww

:
y
{
9
:
of Free
ASSOCIATION
I.
RK.
the
of
meeting
annual
The
i
fi e——————————.
:
churches will be held with the Greenville
The MINISTERS’ AND LAYMEN'S INSTITUTE of the | Baptist
church, Rev. A. Given, psstor, May 21, 22 and 23.
ROCHESTER, N, Y., Q. M. will be held with the WalSort Shure Sommdnclis Thursday
evening, June
ORDER OF EXERCISES,

season.

ory deserves imitation.

T}

:

3

Davison,

revival

Boh

Junell, at 7 1-2, BL

oo

The Olneyville church bas, recently issued a
Manual, containing its articles of faith, its
covenant, the names of its members, together
with a somewhat extended historical sketch.
It will prove serviceable in many ways.
Mrs.
Mary A. Franklin, a member of this church,
who died in February last, has proved a benefactor to other churches as well as: her own.
Stie left $7,600 in legacies. Of this sun, the
Olneyville church receives $3,000, the Park
street $2,000, the Greenwich street $1,500,
the.
No.
Scituate
church, $500, and
the
School
at Harper's Ferry,
$500.
Such a
method of erecting a monument to her mem-

Home Again.

more propose to join by profession at the next
«communion.
The pastor, Bro. E. Owen, and
the church are working together for God’s

the

J

RocrrsyEnQ. Mo will be held with

the

Sunday,

A

effectively, promotes diCATTARAUGUS Q. M. will be held with the Elton | Which acts gently though
TRE, Py or abioR Yor SOUlMORE IA L Tiday, dune
on of
ces active
gestion and appetite,
hatdr y Ny.
May
Friday,
commencing
church,
|
nor
tax,
cent
eight
the
forget
not
please
will
Churches
the Register returns.
C. A, HILTON, Clork,
‘
EWTON
CKOON, Clerk. | the blood, arouses the dormant liver and benefits

baptized nine, whom
he received into the
church. - The Roger Williams church in this
city is one of the six or eight churches in the
city which has received more than fifty acces-

Greensburg, Ohio, which would oceupy more
“space than we are dble to give to it, explains
that it was principally owing to pecuniary embarrassments and the dutyof making syjtable
TAMWORTH,N. H.' Sunday, May 5, was a’
to the church in this place. In provisions for the temporal wants of his famiblessed day
ly, that he left the ministry after twenty years
the morning, the pastor baptized ten who have.
of hard service.
Bro. B. was not expelled
recently given themselves to the Saviour.
from the ministry, as he says some have supThese, with another brother, who had previposed. He expresses a deep interest “in the
~ously been baptized, were welcomed to the
welfare of Zion, and hopes to meet loved asso~church. Others to follow.
J. R.
-ciates of former years on the other shore.

Four have been recéntly added to the Portsmouth,N. H., churchby letter, and a number

a recent

0

oe

The la-

its young pastor, ‘Rey. F. E.

are being blessed. . On

expect that more will be realized to the glory

Ministers and Churches,
REV. L. H. WiTHAM baptized
at Kennebunkport, Me., May 5.
is in a prosperous condition.

bors
of

of God before the work closes.
Rev. Thomas
McElroy assisted the pastor at a side appointment in the early part of the revival, and his
preaching was greatly blessed of God to the
conversion of souls.
G. H. H.

here.”—M. M. H, HILLS. ¢

from

Nana

He

its first

recovering

) v]

Providence, uo

in calling,

blow which it received one year ago.

’

ROBBINS & APPLETON, General Agents,

The Missionary

The church in Pawtuck-

tion in the State, is fast

were

since Feb. 1st. A great blessing has come
upon this church during the past winter, and
some of the results are thus apparent; and we

seems more like the first two or three years
after ‘the surrender, than anything I have
d
walkefifty
since seen. One young man
miles, carrying his trunk on his back, to get

great wisdom

Lewis Dexter,

and only candidate.

baptized at Ortonville, Mich. This makes
the Professors’ offices, and in public and pri- “thirty-four that have thus followed Christ

vate

evinced

wii

’
tha
faster
nds
ness—quali
Bd
ity
AL, price
For AMERICAN WATCH Co.

Sotices

et, which is one of the oldest in our denomina-

of

one

in

Recitations are heard

elsewhere.

has

Pp

s

i

resignation. He departs with the best wishes
of us all, and many prayers will be offered for
‘his success. and usefulness. He has piety,
scholarship and preaching talent of a high order, and can not fail to he of great service in
the cause of the Redeemer. We feel that: the
to succeed him, Rev.

aL

2t18eow]

the church declined unanimously to accept his

church

y

.

two and a half years’ duration,Rev. C. A. Bickford, leaves the Greenwich St. church, though

es, is at the present time destitute of a pastor.
By a unity of those three churches, a pastor
could secure a good field of labor and, comparatively speaking, but little traveling. On Sabbath last (April 28), Rev. Jno. Hisey took
three persons into full church relationship, by
the ordinance of baptism, at the Silver Grove
church, which is located near that historic spot

‘Tougaloo University, Miss., says the American Missionary, is 60 per cent’ larger than
ast year.

days,

as also the Blanchester and New Hope church-

themselves for the work of teaching the people of their own race, The attendance in the
Normal and Intermediaté Départments

those

28, to quite a large audience, His discourse
was founded upon Acts 20: 27. That church,

fit

to

as upon

ered his farewell sermon at that church, April

May others do likewise,
All over the South,as well as in our own
field, colored young men and women are
eager

(Osceola), church,

Pata

held with the ra
honest dealer, the better | MONTVILLE Q. M. will be
you pay an
it. The moreavai
rl
:
ghurch, commen)
Py My
onti
setisio you will be Hy fp owas Soin be degeived the ath and if Pa
hg Sle
vi
lat belore

in preferring for the pulpits inexperienced
thirteen persons. followed the Lord in the young men to experienced old ones. Gray
hairs should never be considered a disqualifirite of baptism, and were gladly welcomed
into full church
relationship. Rev. John cation for the duties of the ministry. It was
a misfortune for any man to arrive at the pinHisey, of Waynesville, assisted the pastor
(Rev. J. A. Sutton) throughout the baptismal
Racle of position, before he reached the age of
y.
ceremony.
@
Our Free Baptist community is ‘experiencREV. J. A, SUTTON has resigned his pastoral
care of the Maineville ¥', B. church, and deliv- ing some changes. After a pastorate of some

time, in the presence of the gathered multi‘tude, will afford an opportunity, greatly to in-
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Co Ya for Explanatory Circular

J.A. BENDALL.
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Poetry.

ernie
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A
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comfort to know

Kitty began,

Kitty

gravely:—* From

a child

I thought that if only Thad such a magnificent set of diamonds as my wealthy
friend,—Minnie Harris—why, I should
be perfectly happy ; my eyes fairly feasted on the sparkle of their pure depths.
I didn’t care for ¢ sham’ jewelry, worn so
much now-a-days, but the

cles at once

She walked in the sunset’s waning light,
Her face with unconscious gladness bright;
She walked where roses bloomed in their bed;
The clouds in the sunset sky were red
As the roses were, and floated slow

Like the roses’ petals to and fro
In the summer air, and rose and fell
Like the petals on each wind’s soft swell.

She gazed at the glory overhead,
And stooped and gathered a rose full red.

attracted

genuine

arti-

my eye”

Time

wore on ; I met my Jack, and we were
married. A short time before our wedding took place, I felt that I had met
with a change of heatt, and thought I
had relinquished my worldly desire for
ornaments.
Still, I must acknowledge
that I did wish that the ring with which
Jack wedded me had been somewhat different from the plain, gold circlet it ‘was.

However, I was happy in my husband's
love, and, as the years rolled on, my
heart was gladdened still moreby my little treasure, Gracie, who called me ¢ mama’ in her pretty, lisping tones. But

¢¢ To keep,” she said, “when summer is done,
I gather them daily one by one.
In silk and linen, in drawer and chest,
I lay them away in fragrant rest;
And the days on which their Bloom isi shed
I gather and lay away, not dead,
As the roses are, but sown to rise,
Like souls of the saints that die, to skies

‘Went floating off in the twilight free;
But I bore the picture away with me—
A woman fair in the summer weather,
A day and a rose gathered together,
And a heart so glad that it could see
In all things Love’s immortality.

in Independent.

:

0-6

the possessor

of a coronet.”

I felt so

foolishly bitter as I read of the weddinggifts, of sets of ¢ matchless’ pearls, ru| bies, emeralds,
sapphires, ‘and
and ‘di
© dia-

A MAY-FLOWER. .
:

monds of the purest water.” ¢ What riches have I,’ was my thought, ‘compar-

Inhabits all the woodland ways—

A subtle presence in the air,
A finer quickening everywhere,
A presage of the royal days
That even now are drawing near,

ed with hers? Quicker than I should have

imagined came the answer. Ann o6pened the door, leading my little Gracie by

‘When earth puts on her robe of praise.
When perfect love doth banish fear,

the hand, and her face was as white as
this cloth.
“Oct, Mrs.
Wayghe,”\
she

And heavy hearts are glad and gay.

gasped, ‘ the darlint all but fell intol the

The dead leaves lie beneath my feet,
But here and there come pushing through
The lovely hints of future bloom:

cistern.
.

‘Young shoots that wear an olive gloom
Above their green so fresh and new;

And some are tipped with rose and peat],
And here in the old rendezvous,

Hadn't I seen

her, and

give ‘a

spring, I fear we'd niver hear her spake
again.’ I caught my wee birdling to my
breast. What were precious stones compared to that treasure! The costliest diamond, we all know, is but carbon;—an
inanimate thing, but the precious soul in

"All blushing like a startled girl,
I find, at last, a May-flower sweet.

my charge was priceless.

1 spare it with a reverent hand,

Far in its sheltered nook to hide:
It seems a consecrated thing,
This first fair blossom of the Spring,
More dear to me than all the pride
That Summer’s lavish beauty gives
‘When every sense is satisfied :
A grace of soul within it lives—
A charm too deep to understand!
—Sunday Afternoon.

Moreover, there was my husband’s

votion and the pearl of greatest price,’
—the Saviour’s love. The bride of Earl
Rosebery can not be happier than I;
though, surely, riches need not be an im-

pediment to happiness.

I should like to

substitute a new word in an old saying,
thus :—* Conlentment is a rare jewel.’ ”
*“ You dear cousin Kitty,” cried Fleda,

impulsively. ‘ You've done
I wish I could feel as you do

Cree.

de-

me good.
now. But

there is a jewel that I believe I,—I won't

say covet, but very much desire, and it is
the one you last mentioned.”

JEWELS.
BY M. L.S.

Mrs. Kitty Wayne entered the sewingroom, with an armful of work, ready to
be stitched on her Florence sewing-machine. But she stopped ‘short at sight of
the dejected heap of mortality which she
beheld curled up on the lounge.
‘“ Why, what is the matter with our
Fleda?” she cried. “I do believe that
she’sin one of Ter so-called ‘solemncholy’ moods. Am I right?”
Fleda tried to laugh in reply, but failed in the attempt. “ To tell the truth,
Cousin Kit, I do feel rather in the blues,

Fact is,—I've been breaking the

tenth commandment,” she

said,

slowly,

would

make

But, instead, & grave look crept into

SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL.
Jingle, jingle, jingle, jingle,

rung out

on the wintry air, as our horse-car

head-

ed away from the great metropolis. It
stopped at a cross street, and a -gentle‘man and lady, with four little ones got
in, and passed forward to comfortable
seats. The two little girls, of perhaps
five, and six and a

tracted my

notice.

half years,

They

first

were

a

most

sensibly and comfortably dressed, each
hugging in her arms a medium sized doll
prettily dressed. I looked at the lovely little ones with delight, and then to the

nice, - healthy, kindly looking mother,
holding in her arms a beautiful babe of
feur or five months ; while

the father,

a

that lady's eyes, as she quietly took her noble, happy looking man, regarded
| place at the machine, and placed one foot with evident pride, the little: son of perupon the treadle.
)
¢
“ Cousin Kit, are the

haps three years, that-had

blues conta

us? Why don’t you say somethis g
.me if you like, But I really b
pi
some one.”
.
“ Well, dear, do you feel sng

Kappier

knelt

on

the

‘seat, and’ was intently watching the
| ‘horses as they jogged steadily along.
“How beautiful, I said mentally,in these

times of wrong doing, when so many’
'most-anmotherly mothers, regard a fami-

y "of even two children a misfortune
for ite
: sndiniot ay blessing ; how beautiful to see
b “¢ Not
a bit, of course. But’ Sow" can pv
mother, evidently so happy in
©
Thelpit? Just read that.” And she held

out 2 newspaper which she had been the performance of the work appointed
ort
gin
her hand, and pointed to to her, te bring up a family,— as God
might give her; and my thoughts went
the column headed in large print :—*‘The forward to coming years, when those
Rosebery Rothschild Wedding.”
lovely children—and perhaps as many
As Mrs. Kitty read

these

words

her

cheeks flushed, then she smiled an odd
little smile. She handed tae paper back,
* Splat “So that's it P” Fleda nodded
Had
“

you read it, Kitty ut!

4 Yes, dear.”

“Do

i

ous?”

you Wonder, then, that I'm

envi-

‘No, Fleds, T do'not wonder at all”
both were silent a few minutes,
—Fle | out of pure astonishment at her

ly hurried to another car. But the
charming picture often comes back to
me, and I as often repeat mentally, something so beautiful.
Obl
bb
ore

The less indulgence one has for one’s
self the more one may have for others.
»

when

he

found

bait-box.

that

all

that

held .the

bait,

came

and laid

acteristic of the true soldier.
the war a maimed and

health was

‘ What do you want me to do with this,
Old Soup?” said the major.
The creature lifted one great foot after
to

utter

trouble and danger.”
The fisherman said: ¢* The thoughtless
Valentine, who has sunk, has often stolen
my fish and crabs, and very many times
hidden my nets; the good Philip has often brought his supper to me, when for a
long time I could not earn anything on

it.

his

The

ele-

ment of the children.
The major at ence made Soup a sign to
account of a lame foot, and given. me
stop,
and, to make my peace with the
many a kreutzer. Now, why shouldn't I
fine old fellow, I baited his hook myself.
have saved such a good boy first?”
Quivering with joy, as a baby does when
It not unfrequently happens that even on
it gets hold at last of a plaything some
earth
one has taken from it, Old Soupramany
The bad receive their punishment, the good
hardly paused to thank me by a soft

many

natives,

elephants,

cred river.. And, directly, I asked the
major about his children (a ‘boy and a

with bags of rice down yonder. I saw
the mad elephaat when he suddenly be‘ mahout’ tried to stop him, and he

threw

himself

“I have a

petition

for the

the

pain

die;

!if' for

another,

- he

shall

Do you

another,

for-

‘Think of them?

Why, I should say

end died a cruel death to save those same

a

since then, he is more devoted to my dear
little ones than ever. He takes them out
whole days, and I am perfectly content to
have them under his charge. I don't like
trusting Christian children to the care of

natives; but with Old Soup I know they
can come to no harm.”
Beside the children, on the banks of the
Ganges, stood Old Soup with a bamboo
rod in his trunk, and line, hook, bait, and

stir; his

so abundant in the Ganges.

and

majesty on his face, ag of one who lived
with high thoughts, If I were set to
spiritualize this picture, I should say that
it was no mean representation of a ripe

little

Christian departing thig life.

The horse

is the body, and the rider

the

is

spirit.

Flesh shrinking, spirit steady and calm
and solemn. Flesh dreading the terri-

ble shock ; and spirit wrapt in the glory

of action, ‘descending that it may
*— Cook.

‘When Soupramany perceived what a
fine fish he had caught, he uttered one of |

tree,” Mr.

Longfellow

picture of what

the chief representatives

he

of

onee

says is

the

and may set its readers to the

saw asa

potter's

art,

profitable work

In addition to *“ Keramos” there are sixteen
shorter poems under the head of * Birds of
Passage,” nineteen sonnets, and several translations, eight of which

are from the

Italian of

Michael Angelo. Mr. Longfellow is the poet
of the home, and the contents of this volume,
full of the grace

and

dignity

of his

life, show how well he deserves
tion.

beautiful

that designa-

ENDLESS PUNISHMENT: Scriptural A
for, and Reasonubleness of, Future
Punishment.
By Nehemiah Adams,

win
Endless
D. D.,

Pastor of Union church, Boston; author of
“ At Eventide,” etc. Boston: D. Lothrop

& Co. 16mo. pp. 168.

($1.00).

‘

This volume, which is a reprint, grew out of
a sermon which
the author prepared, the

preaching of which drew from the editor of a
Universalist paper an invitation that he should
develop the subject in the columns of that paper. But the conditions imposed were distasteful to Dr. Adams, who proceeded at once
to put his views before the public in the presHe first considers the Scriptural

ar-

obedience awaiting the finally
impenitent.”
This he attempts to prove by Bible texts,as he
does also his second proposition, that * Re-

and calm, with a solemn expression of

cork, like the children’s. Thad not watched him long before he had a bite; for as
the religion of the Hindoos forbids them
to take life, the river swarms with fishes.

actual

In the history of Rome it is related
that in 361 B. C., a great chasm opened
in the middle of the Forum, which it is
found impossible to fill. The sooth-sayers said it would close when it contained

picture of this somewhere.
It represents
the horse and rider after they had passed
the brink and were descending to the unknown depths. There was a remarkable
contrast between the fright of the bruteand
the unruffled self-possession of the man.
The limbs of the horse were tightened
to his body and the muscles of his neck
drew his head to his chest, and a shuddering terror expressed itself in the flash of
his starting eyes. The rider was serene

¢* Well,

an

THE HORSE AND HIS RIDER.

(wide Liv. 1. vii. 6). I have seen a striking

broken from one of his tusks?”

ing hawthorn

gument, his first proposition being that ¢ The
Scriptures teach that there is a penalty for dis-

then the State would be perpetual. A
noblé youth named M. Curtius, demanded if Rome had anything of more value
than arms and valer. He mounted his
horse, richly caparisoned, and amid the
silence of the people, spurred him over
the brink of the tremendous precipice

off,

of-the great Maker and preserver of us all.
The scene described in it, that of witnessing
the potter at-his wheel‘ beneath the blossom-

ent form.

what Rome possessed of most value,

after fighting an hour and a half, leaving
his adversary dying in the dust, and
walked straight to the ‘corral,’ shaking
his great ears which had been badly torn,
with his head bruised, and a great piece
‘ Yes, indeed,” said the major.

Who was this person?
S-0-0-b
+o

how we all stood on this porch and watched it, not daring to fire a shot lest we
should hit Old Soupramany? Do you remember, too, his look when he drew

How would you expect them to

feel toward him?
—Child's World.

remember

is a sermon in itself, a kind of inspired presen-

“tation of the Shnilarities
between the clay in the
potter’s hand, obedient to his touch and shaped
according to his will, and humanity in the band

of looking up the history of those struggles.

enemies.

animated

aA

that could thus risk life for

friends to live among enemies, and in the

by the recoliections of that day, *‘ what

with the poems in this volume, but they wil
be none the less welcomed. The principal poem

youth while walking near his native city of
Portland, Me. -But the poem is not wholly sermonic, It also suggests the brave struggles of

between. him

‘¢ And yet,” said I, becoming

inscribed to his

Then it was found that the man bad
conie to entreat that the lives of two fellow soldiers might be spared, men who
had been found asleep on watch. The
emperor, delighted with the generosity

they were most ungrateful wretches, and
that they richly deserved to be put to
death!” cried Tom. ¢ Yes, indeed! A
dozen deaths wouldn't be too good for
them,” said Harry.
Yet
a certain King left his home and

killed

lately

KERrRAMOS, and other Poems.
By
Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow.
Same publishers,
($1.25).
ete. 16€mo. pp. 148,
The public is already more or less familiar

must

Ew
“die; "was
the reply. ———
News of the affair came to the emperor.
“Bring the man to me,” was his command ; ‘if the petition be for himself, he

poem

set forth in this volume, do not corcern Massachusetts men alone.
They shouldbe seriously contemplated by every one who would
be true to his country.
It is a most interesting volume.

emperor,”

*
he cried.
‘“ You have broken the law, and

ina

fined and clear-cut features, and a sharp and
piercing eye. He was Massachusetts’ bravest
soldier, but the lessons of his life, as they are

of death.
During a certain war, however, a soldier dared to approach.
He
was seized at once, and taken away to be
executed.

_

His

too old to hnnt

not

to

forgotten all about the soldier who had

then.”

The old fellow did

on the

risked his life in their cause ?”

and the children. - The little ones and
their nurses had just time to get into the
house when the fight commenced.”
“Yes,” said the major. ‘Old Soup
was a hundred years old. He had been
trained to war, and to fight with the

gallant fight it was!

come

emperor’s tent in the night,

far as

sweet

memory, and no one will deny the fitness of
theline. The portrait which accompanies the
volume shows a magnificent forehead, well de-

the

ran away
elephant,
inclosure.
so were
the mad

the mahout. The native sailors
to hide themselves,and the mad
trumpeting, charged into this
Old Soupramany was here, and
Jim and Bessy. ‘When he saw
animal, he

among

gave all three.
* What a nice emperor ! ” cried Harry.
“What a brave man!” added Tom.
* What would you think of those men
if they had turned away heartlessly, and

who went mad while loading a transport

gan to fling the rice into the river.

existing

Romans that no one should

shall
live.”

girl), whom I had not yet seen, and begged to know when I should see them.
¢‘ Soupramany has taken them out fishing,” said their father.
““ Why, isn’t Soupramany your great
war-elephant?” I cried.
‘“ Exactly so. You can not have forgotten Soupramany!”
“Of course not. I was here, you know,
when he had that fight with the elephant

calls him

THE 300D §SOLDIER.
There was a law

bullock-carts,

and soldiers under his command.
On the morning after my arrival, aftef
+a cup of early-tea-(often-t
beforeaken
day-|
light in India), I sat smoking with my
friend in tf veranda of his bungalow,
looking out upon the windings of the sa-

note

of joy for baiting his line for him, before
he went back to his place, and was again
watching his cork as it trembled in the
ripples of the river.—St. Nicholas for
May.

OLD SOUP.

so

still kept-a

ascend.
.

demption by Christ

is represented

as having

for its object salvation from final perdition.,
The third proposition states that “ The fall of.
angels, and of man, is a confirmatory proof of
future, endless retribution” the fourth, that
“ The terms used w ith regard to the resurrec-

tion of the dead are proofs of endless punishment;” the fifth, that * The Scriptures teach
that the law of God has a curse, which it has

not,if future punishment be disciplinary” the
sixth, that

wicked

‘ The

sentence

indiscriminately

discipline

in

future

passed

upon

the

forbids the idea of

punishment,”

and

the

seventh, that “ The duration of future punishment is expressed in the New

Testament

by

the terms employed to denote absolute eternity.” Each of these propositions is well sus-

tained. The remainder of the volume is occupied by a sermon on the
Reasonableness of
future, endless

punishment,”

the

text

being

¢ For the wages of sin is death.”
The recent
discussion of the subject will doubtless give
the book a wide sale.
The Theological Tri-lemma is the title ofa
book in which the author attempts to show
that Reason, Nature and Revelation demonstrate that the true doctrine of future existence
is that of “the survival of the’ fittest,” or
“conditional salvation,” the good alone to be
saved and the bad to be totally

destroyed.

It

is a volume of 285 pages, and is published hy
Sherwood & Co., New Yu
York. ($1.00).
FINETTE, The Sopmyy

ody

and

ber En-

glish Friends.
B Mar, 2. e Ropes, author of
“Only
a Beggar
Bo,
ringfie
ries,

ete. oo

ork: Yip YY

PP. 185. ($1.00).

Crowell. * 16mo.

Finette is a little Norman girl. Her mother
is a washer-woman and her father is a lazy,
drunken man who will not work to support
his family, and selfishly takes all they can earn
and beg.
An
English
lady and her two

When a gentleman lately presented a
Bible to a prisoner under sentence of daughters go to the province of Normandy.

those long, low gurgling notes of satisfac
tion by which an elephant expresses joy ; death, he exclaimed, **O sir, if I had had
and he waited patiently, expecting Jim to. this book, and studied it, I should never

take his prize off the hook and put on

have committed the crime of which I am

some more bait for him. But Jim;the little

convicted.”

‘

THE KING IN HIS BEAUTY. By the Rev.
Richard Newton;D. D., author of * Jewel
Case,” The *¢ Wonder Case,” ete. New

York: Robert

pp, 8470

They become interested in little Finette, who

Carter & Brothers.

16mo.

($1,26

It is difficultto write

a

book

of

sermons

that children will enjoy.. There is something

dry and dull
to them in plain facts and the
morals drawn therefrom, but Dr. Newton un.
derstands the secret of teaching Bible truth
interesting

the

young

folks

at

the

same time. He has well been called the prince
of children’s preachers, and his success is
shown by the fact that the

present:

volume

the fourteenth, we believe, that he bas

is

pub

lished within a few years,
‘ The King in his Beauty” is a rs
of ten
sermons from familiar texts, descriptive of the

beauty

and

loveliness

of

Jesus,

They

are

written in a plain conversational style, and
abound in entertaining anecdotes, illustrating
the moral truths which thewteach.
There is
no one, old nor young, who w
t find this

book profitable reading.

TAKE CARE OF NUMBER OX¥,And Other Narratives..

By the Rev. P. B. "Powers,

ofthe ‘ Bag of Blessings,” ete.

16mo.

Each one of the narratives

in

has beneath the story

practieal

author

New York:

Robert Carter & Brothers.

($1.00).

it through,” but found it impossible. to lay it
aside until it had been closely read.
The extracts from Gen. Bartlett's journal kept during
his army life, his letters to his mother, his
wife-and—intimate
friends; and the skillful
manner in which these are woven into the narrative by his comrade in arms and devoted
friend make
a volume of unusual interest.
Gen. Battlett was a Christian soldier, Frequently the entries in his journal breathe a
prayer for protection, or express gratitude for
mercies
received, or implore guidance and
help in the trying scenes of a soldier's life.
‘ The more than Sidney of our day” Whittier

ion of afire engine, to the iimmense amuse-

+004
+o

ed from the London b Religious Tract Society.

1876.
This narrative of his life is fascinating to a
high degree. We took it up merely * to look

phant was not going to be teased by me,
He dipped his trunk into the Ganges, and
in an instant squirted a stream of water
over me with all the force and precis-

their reward.

concerned, he

man,

and uncurbed spirit, and during the remaining
years of his life he labored to secure the peace
and harmony of ‘the whole country with a
faithfulness like that which he ever displayea
in the face of its foes.
After great suffering,
the result of his wounds and exposure, he
died at his home in Pittsfield, Mass., Dec. 17,

plaintive cry. ‘Out of mischief, I took
Jimmy's part, and, picking up the baitbox, pretended to run with

Coming eut of

broken

her Testament so ably to the Catholic Curé:
that he does not take it away from her. After
various trials the father dies in prison, the
mother finds comfortable homes for herself and:
other children, while Finette, a true-hearted.
Protestant, goes with the English ladies to.
England. It is a pleasant story teaching faith:
in God and earnestness in exerting Christian,
influence wherever one may be. It is reprint.

and

that came upon him. He was cool as well as
brave, exercised rare judgment and skill for a
personof
his years, and with these qualities
united that chivalry and energy that are char-

it down at the majors feet; then picking

began

of the

fear in danger or to murmur at the hardships

up his rod, he held it out to his master.

the other, and again

one

subject to great suffering both from his wounds
and prison life, he never was known to show

he

could do would not induce his willful
friend to help him, he turned round
as if. struck by a sudden thought,
and, snatching up in his trunk the

great

* Beautiful sight ! I was sorry when we: was dangling one of those golden tench
fami-

last,

box

eyes watched his line eagerly; he was no
novice in ‘the gentle craft.” He was
more to follow—~would be men and wom- waiting till it was time to draw in his
en, risen upto call that mother blessed, prize.
At the end of his line, as he drew it up,
and to live a blessing in the world.
:

reached the square, and that pretty

hoad in the direction of the

rejoic
saved

without

He tried
cries. It

his calls, but sat and laughed as he handled his own line, Old Soup went up -to
him, and with his trunk tried to turn his
At

was

most brilliant soldiers of our late war. Leaving his class at Harvard he entered the army
as Captain when but twenty-one years of age,
and in a comparatively short time had won a
Brigadier General’s commission by his great
bravery in battle and skill in handling troops.
His was one of the namesthat was on many
lips during those terrible days, and hardly
any one brought from the war honors more to
be coveted than did this young and daring
soldier. Wounded in several battles, exposed
to the most imminent dangers, taken prisoner,

Seeing that Jim paid no attention to

i
:
While the good fisherman was bringing Philip out of the water, Valentine
sank. The people, who had run together;
said: *‘ Since you could not save both,
why did you venture your life to save this
one? You could certainly have drawn the

water

U

ip.subject pg bk memoir

seemed to try to give his voice.

His life doth willingly venture.

of the

MEMOIR OF WILLIAM FRANCIS
BARTLETT.
By Francis XE intirop Palfrey.
Boston:
I Oughton 1mOren
& Co.
1878: , 16mo.

was curious to note what tender tones he

A noble, good man for others

rhinoceros, but he was

BY C, ¢?

throw his line into the water.
to move Jim by low, pleading

towards little Philip, seized him, brought
and
had

threw

putting any bait on Old Soup's hook. The
intelligent animal did not attempt to

the two boys, ran thither, sprang into the
water, swam at the risk of his own life

other out

as to

into a water-jar placed there for the. purpose, and went back to his place without

of

The following curious anecdote is from
a book about elephants, written by a
paratively, a little fall, but I broke a
French gentleman, named Jacolliot, and
commandment,—I coveted, and that was
we will let the author tell his own story :
a sin. Itook up this very paper, and
In the autumn of 1876, I was living in
my eyes fell upon this column; I read
the interior of Bengal, and I went to
the whole account, and, all the while,
‘spend Christmas with my friend, Major
such feelings of envy kept welling up in
Daly. The major's bungalow was on the
my heart as I do not like to recount to
banks of the Ganges,near Cawnpore.
He
you.
‘Why was Miss Hannah DeRothshad lived there a good many years, he| child more favored than other women?
ing chief of the quartermaster’s departI thought, she is wealthy, cultured,
ment at that station, and had a: grea
moving in the highest circles, and now

And, speaking thus, she smiled as she went
Through the garden-paths.
The roses bent,
Shedding their petals in rosy crowds;
Like petals of day, the rosy clouds

The haunting spirit of the May

A fisherman, who had heard the cry

LY

Hiterary Bebieky,

Old

as much

Then he took off the fish, which he

far away.

him safely to the land,
ed
exceedingly
that he
him.

He nodded at us,

say, *“ Look out, and you'll see fun,now!”

younger brother Philip to the river, stepped with him into a little boat and pushed
from the shore.
The rapid stream threw the little boat
against the rock, dashing it to pieces.
Valentine with great difficulty swam round
about the steep rock, but could nowhere
climb upon it; the stream carried Philip

when we are feeling most confident, we
are most likely to fall. Mine was, com-

‘Where they at last in a heavenly place
Shall dwell, transfigured and face to face.”

*

model

Soup.

Valentine very thoughtlessly took his

a

sire.
Still, secretly, I cherished
that
craving, and, dear, would you believe it,

A HAPPY WOMAN'S FANCY.

_ expecting Cousin Kitty
some gay rejoinder.

our

really,

upward, one of my ruling passions has
been a love for jewelry ; fortunately, perhaps, my parents, who believed in Puritan simplicity, did not gratify that de-

oO -0-b
"+o

to-day.

that

is,

15, 1878.

rascal, sometimes liked to plague

FROM THE GERMAN,
ot

L

the

has, too, fallen into Israelitic errors.”
This provoked a little smile, but Mrs.

The bitter tone,
Though we love “ our own” the best,
Ah, lips with the curve impatient !
Ah, brow with the shade of scorn!
’T'were a cruel fate,
Were the night too late
To undo the work of morn. *
—Australian Star.

> Fy

It

THE LITTLE MARINERS.

as

same feelings when I read it.”
‘“ You, really ?”
‘“ Yes; and perhaps it may do you
some good if I tell you all about it.”

But oft for “ our own”

i

sound,

red with envy, because I underwent

*“ 1 wish you would.

STAR, MAY

®

and, looking at -her ‘thoughtfully, said:
“ Dear, I've
a mind to tell you something.”
“ All right. TI ¢ second the motion.”
‘I said I didn’t wonder you were stir-

‘We have careful thought for the stranger,
"And smiles for the sometime guest,

O-O

i

breadth after breadth was stitched.
At last Mrs. Kitty turned to her cousin,

For though in the quiet evening
You give me a kiss of peace,
Yet well it might be
That never for me
The pain of the heart should cease!
. How many go forth in the morning
‘Who never come home dt night !
. And hearts have been broken
For harsh words spoken,
That sorrow can ne'er set right.

HH,

#

sewing-machine was the only

If I bad known in the morning
How wearily all the day
The words unkind
‘Would trouble your mind
That I said when you went away,
I had been more careful, darling,
Nor given you needless pain;
But we vex “ our own”
‘With look and tone
‘We might never take back again.

!

.

cousin's admission ; and the buzz of the

OUR OWN.

\

THE MORNING
Ne

pp.

263.

this volume
teachings

for

people in common life. * Take care of Num.
ber One” is advice given by a questionable

character to two young men starting for Londen, y one the son of a lawyer to receive a final
touch to his education, and the other a young

mechanic answering an advertisement. They
both followed the advice, though each in his

own way.

The law student was careful not to

do more than he was obliged to,for he was tak-

ing care of number one. The mechanic did his
work well, believing that in serving his master
faithfully he should advance nis own
interest.
The latter proved to be the best method, for
the mechanic succeeded in life, while the law
student made a miserable failure.
‘“ True to Trust,” teaches, what the title implies, that when one is trusted they should be
true, doing all in their power to fulfill that
trust. .*‘ The Fifth P” shows that P—patience,
P—perseverance,
P—preparation,
P-prudence, P—piety, will overcome most any obstacle. “ Take out the Thorn” is another
practical
lesson
about
doing
business.
** Where are the Pence of the Poor” is a hu.
morous sermon in which it is. plainly shown
that every one has a few pence that might be
given to the Lerd if they were !not spent
for
unnecessary
things.
The last article ,
‘“ Privileges and Perquisites,” also, in a droll
way teaches that one of ‘our greatest privileges
is prayer.
This book will do. much good.
Its

quaint way of ‘teaching
.truth will attract .af~
tention, and fix its precepts upon the mind,

so

that they will not easily be forgotten.

LITERARY

Mr.

Ruskin

NOTES.

is very much

better—able

to

walk out and to read aloud.

A new serial by
Huldah’s Scholars,”

E.
E.
Hale,
* Aunt
is to begin in the June

Sunday Afternoon.

Mr. James T. Fields is said to have

ed more

than

two

deliver-

hundred lectures

¢¢ the season’ now Slosing—-frequently
ing twice a day.

during
lectur-

Charles Mackay contests with Charles Reade
the honor of first insisting that
the coming
man” will be 'ambi-dextrous.
Dr. Mac ‘kay
published, in 1870, “ A Plea for the Left
Hand.”
Mr. Stanley’s forthcoming

book

will cover

hundred pages more than he had

a

anticipated,

and he is thought to b* writing himself to
deathin the effort to complete it on the d: ty he
specified.

Prof. Stern has discovered in the archives of *
Oldenburg an account,by Myhus, of his yisit
to England and conversations
together with some unpublished

with
letter

Milton
by the

poet himself.
Prof. Boyesen’s new novel of # Faleonbery

willbe commeneed inthe August number of
Its scene is laid in one
Scribner's Monthly.

settlements of the West,

of the Scandinavian

and so deals still with Scandinavian character,

though

on American

soil.

next novel isto be purely

Prof. Boyesen’s
American,

dealing

with New York life.

The June Atlantic will have the, last chapters of ‘ Detmold,” which has grown better
with each successive number; and the concluding paper of Mr. Warner’s Adirondack experiences, this one describing the charins of
characteiistic
Another
Out.”
“ Campipg
chapter from Thoreau’s Journal is appropri-

ately devoted to ¢“ Days in June.” Art lovers
and fanciers will be iuterested, in an “Imaginary Dialogue on Decorative Art,” by John
Trowbridge; a paper reviewing several ** New
Books on Art;” and the ¢ Open Letter from

New York,” which is full of art and artist gossip and criticism. Richard Grant White writes
of ¢ England on the Rails;” Arthur G. Sedgwick discusses some * Unforeseen Results of
the Alabama Dispute;” and Henry Cabot
Lodge has a biographico-political article on

Timothy Pickering.

H., Mrs. Rose
Piatt,

There are poems by H.
Lathrop

Hawthorne

Mrs,
and
4

The literary equanimity of thefine old town

of Edinburgh, the seat of so much
and hard

philosophy,

has

learning

recently been

dis-

turbed and moved over a questionable piece of
sharp practice on the part of a printer inthe
employment of Messrs. Adam and Charles
Black, the well-known publishers of the Encyclopedia Britannica.” It would appear that
the almost simultaneous appearance of the

printed American reprint of the ninth edition
of the Encyclopedia in Philadelphia had

occa-

sioned the Scotch publishers some perplexity
as to how early copies of the volumes as they
severally appeared,
uld reach Philadelphia

in advance of the authorized edition as issued
in Boston by Messrs. Little, Brown & Co.
The only way they could account for it was

that the proof-sheets must have been stolen
from their printing-officé and immediately for-

warded to Philadelphia.

A strict watch over

them was accordingly kKept..
the mystery

In a short

was explained.

A

young

printer from Philadelphia, who had
tered

their

employ;

was

time
man,

lately en-

apprehended

and a

complete set ot the proofs of . the coming volume wet from the press found on his person.
He was let off with a light sentence of twenty
day#’ imprisonment,as, he pleaded in his de-

proves to be a good, industrious girl. One of
the young ladies reads to her out of the Bible, fense that he (took the sheets simply for the
and gives her a Testament, = Finette is very ‘purpose of reading them, as it was the custom
anxious to learn of the Saviour, nd defends ‘of the workmen to do.

A

+
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Biterary Wiscellang.

It was about thistime that

write for the stage, which amusement had
been revived under the royal patronage.

.Question not the veracity of a friend.
not.
‘The harvest never comes to such as sow

The © right spirit” makes a man blessed, by

making him a right recipient.

Men like a genial

1afus
0. isfas
HS ne
; ‘ unshi

rela

impor-

s sake seeks
He that does good for good
though sure of
Trew
neRer praise nor
}
both.
Unceasin,
watchful.
t00
be
ot
0
vigoneats surely called for in the whole
:
.

3

the Christian life.

etimes, goes under

th, like the sun,

but always comes out again and shines
—
.a cloud,
-all the brighter.

the * Indian Emperor,” which quickly
followed, he gained the popular heart.
The great fire of 1666, and the plague
succeeded, which desolated London
a scourge, put a sudden stop for a
theater-writing,
to theater-going and

hearts

THE FATHERS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.
|
. John Dryden.
1BY FRED MYRON

the

WIL
with the style
contrast
in
Strangely
and the fancies of Milton and his predecessors are the productions of the gener-

celebrated

wonderful events of the

preceding

laureate,a post made vacant by the death

described her in her vatfous moods,
dwelling with enthusiasm *‘ on the forest
music of an English landscape,” with its

emoluments

of Davenant, and with it he also

(and he often

patents, exhibiting every degree
chanical skill and achievement.

The

It was too soon after

amounted to about two thousand dollars
The celebrated
of our present money.
annual butt of Canary wine customarily

rippling water, rustling leaves and sing-

ing birds. Spenser and Shakespeare had
a passionate love for beautiful scenery.

tinued in the time of Shelly, was one of
the perquisites of Dryden’s new appointBut for sixty ment.
varied charms of nature.
years after the * Paradise Lost” dame
Dryden's greatest literary work was
Nature bad few worshipers and was his ‘Absalom and Achitophel” which
comparatively neglected.
appearetl in.1681. To understand all the
With Dryden began the artificial school sharp satire and bold sketches of characof poets. Instead of loving communion ter in this poem, it will be necessary to
with nature, we have misanthropic de- have some knowledge of the political hisscriptions of society, sparkling satire, tory of the reign of Charles the Second.
good-natured critici:m of the follies of Charles had no children by his queen,
Lamp- and his heir was the Duke of York, an inthe day—indoor life in the city.
light usurps the place of sunlight, and tolerant Catholic.
James Crofts, Duke
the gayeties of the town are sung to the of Monmouth, an illegitimate son of the
:exclusion of the quiet charms of country king, was a Protestant, and being young,
life. * The soft blue sky did never melt handsome, brave and courteous had all
: the external requisites for a popular idol.
into their hearts.”
the
by
about
t
brough
was
This change
‘His ambition was stimulated by the polipastoration:——Charles—the--Seeond and
| ey of the Earl of Shaftesbury,
who was"
many of his courtiers during their ban- aided by the. dissolute Villiers, Duke of
jshment had resided at the court of Buckingham, and
Monmouth assumed
France. French society is gay and licen- the character of the leader of a party.
tious to-day, but it was worse in the time The press then as now an influential
Louis the Four- factor, was not idle. All the old Puritan
.of the grand monarch,
The moral. element sided with the young prince.
It
teenth, who then reigned.
‘poifon which-hauntedthe atmosphere of was necessary that some one should apVersailles and the Louvre tainted the life pear in behalf of the crown before the
of the Stuart prince, and when on the public should be irrecoverably alienatEnglish throne he inaugvrated an age of ed.
unblushing profligacy and vice. FrivoliDryden was the champion.
His posity and immorality weére the rule rather tion, his talents, his political belief qualiJustice and honor fied him for the «task.
than the exception.
The satire of
were ridiculed as puritanical, and even « Absalom and Achitophel” displayed a
the writers who criticised the follies of power for that style of writing which has
the time defiled their pages with the fou) never since been equaled.
Under the

. Milton's verse is full of allusions

to

allusions which the age permitted.
John Dryden, who, after the

names of David,

death

of

Milton, became confessedly the first of
the English poets of his time, was born
in the parish of Aldwinckle
August
Northamptonshire,

been thrown

the

All Saints,
9th, 1631.

He was the eldest of fourteen children.

His father, Erastus Dryden, was of a_re-spectable family, and was, under CromJohn received the ruwell,a magistrate.
diments of his education at Tichmarsh

and afterwards was admitted a king's
. scholar at Westminster where he made
.rapid progress in classical learning, under the tuition of the celebrated Dr.
Bushby.
"
Even at this early period the bent of
the juvenile poet distinguished itself. He
. often amused his school-mates by scrib“ling poetry for them.
As one night's
task he is said to have translated the
third satire of Persius into good English
verse, and at the age of eighteen he.wrote

an elegy on the death of the accomplish-

ed young Lord Hastings, which is included among his published productions, and
superior poetical
indicates
certainly
genius.’

Dryden graduated at Trinity College,
Cambridge, in 1654. His father's death

Absalom,

and

workmen

were

damages

to the

Duke

of

of so much brain-work,

NATIONAL

attention, as different

but, alas, it did not check the ambition of
Monmouth who in the next reign perished miserably in a rebellion against James
the Second.
On the accession of William and Mary,

of £1,300.

The

noblest

for St.

and arms, and

oT

of his

Cecilia's

us of war and

of table

sight-seeing, and that

ing ¢¢ Astrea Redux,” and the king's cor:

- onation soon after called forth
poem of panegyric. He soon

another
became

known as a staneh royalist and a ready
versifier. He was chosen a member of

the newly instituted Royal Society, in
Nov., 1662, an honor which brought him
into connection

with

the

most

learned

men of his time, and may, be . considered
.an evidence of the respect in which he
;
“was already held.

the

idea

of

in examin-

ing; or rather glancing at the curiosities

in and around

the city,

prisedto find so much

and

sur-

was

of interest and

profit, of a portion of which I have alI
ready given a running description.
things,
other
few
a
at
glance
to
purpose

and in doingso refer again

ject of
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In 1828, James Smithson, an Englishman of noble blood, and withal a scientific man, died,and left by bequest to the

United States over a half'of a million doland

knowledge.” In 1846, Congress passed
an act for the erection of the present
of the origi-

nal fund, which had accrued up to ‘that
date. The park in which it is located is
ample, embracing some fifty acres, em-

to the Goy-

an

art

gallery, library,

and

lecture rooms,

all

ernment, open at all to the general pub. | of ample size and suitably embellished.
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Santiago,

this

Bap-

tist church, and remained a consistent and
worthy member until his death. He: said that
he was prepared to meet God, and in: full triumph of Christian faith he crossed the river,
leaving a wife, six children and a father, and
many friends to mourn their loss.
CoM.
JOHN PAUL, of Acton, Me., died of pneumonia and asthma, April 11, aged 64 years.
He inherited the -latter disease from his father, so that during many years he could seldom lie in bed, or mingle in an assembly in
any house without great suffering; indeed, he
passed away sitting in his chair. He was a
man highly esteemed in the community as a
citizen and neighbor, possessing no little business activity ; gave his heart to
God some thirteen years ago and united with our chureh in
the place. Yet,while much to his regret, as he
often assured the writer, he could but seldom
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HENRY Buck died in Diamond Bluff, Wis.,
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Ridgeville, Indiana.

Oct. 2, 1877, aged b64 ‘years. ‘He came to his
death by the accidental discharge of his gun.
He was converted in Adams Co., 1ll.,, and
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place and joined
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ment Thursday, May

loss of a loving mother.
Her oldest son cared
for her during her long sickness, treating her
with great affection und kindness, doing all in
his power for her comfort and happiness.
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building, out of the interest

This Institution

meeting of Trustees May 28.
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she bore with Christian fortitude and resignation. She leaves three children to mourn the
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Taylor Co., West Virginia.

Mgrs. Dorcas D., wife of the late George
W. Pullen, died in Kingfield, Me., Feb. 22,
aged 75 years and 6 montbs.
The subject of
this notice experienced religion in 1830, was
baptized the same year bv Rev. Cyrus Stilson,
and united with the ¥. Baptist church in
Kingfield, of which she remained a worthy

s have peace,” and so we turn

reporting anything I might see. But
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Jett, of Waterbury, and daughter of Hezekiah
and Salome Whitcomb, of Lawrence, Kansas
died in Waterbury, Conn., aged 23 years and
7 months.
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h relentless savages on the prairies of
est, or in its mountain fastnesses.

. circumstances rather than sympathy.

testified his joyful acquiescence in the
restoration of the monarchy by publish-

loss.

its side of

to

not patronize

An

acquiring a reputation for

in which

. Z. HANING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio
lia Co., Ohio.

. MRS. ELIZABETH CONNER
died near Edwardsville, O., April 18, 1878, of black erysipelas, aged about 34
years. Funeral services
the day following by Rev. J. A: Sutton.
The
deceased left a husband, six small children,
and a host of relatives to mourn her early

the native savage in Colonial times, to
the death struggle of the Rebellion
~around the Appomattox Court-House, or

with the Puritan party was the result of purpose than any considerable degree of
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manner
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- Upon visiting the Capital last autumn,
there was but one thing farther from my

power as a poet assumed new vigor.
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ommercial, College Preparatory and two College
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itary despotism of Cromwell, and though
he wrote a * Heroic Stanzas” on the
death of the Protector, his connection
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GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
0., Ohio. The college year consists of four
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Winter term will begin Jan. 29, 1878.

@bituaries.

exhibiting, as I have said before, every
conceivable form of fraction that could
be made by shot or shell.
This is but a specimen of what distinguishes the sights and curiosities of
‘Washington, from those of any other city
in the Union. They more largely remind

Day, often known as «Alexander's feast.”
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its hard,
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Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.
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tomahawk of some Indian savage.
So
next in order are the joints of the neck,
followed by the bones .of the shoulders

This truly magnificent production is the
best thing that has come to us from that
occurred the same’ year, and he went {age. As Dr. Johnson, his biographer
home to take possessionof his inheritance, says, only a Dryden could have written
. consisting of two-thirds of a small estate, it.
worth ic all about five hundred dollars a
Dryden died on the 1st of May, 1700.
year. With this small patrimony, our His remains rest in Westminster Abbey
author entered upon the world. - He had close beside Chaucer, and under a monuby Shef: influential relatives, however, and at the ment which was erected in
invitation of one of them,8ir Gilbert Pick- field, Duke of Buckingh

But there
ering, he went. to London.
genius to
his
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one
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‘rise under the iron dominion of the mil-
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force of the charge left it, another, still,
cracked by the fragment of a shell, and

and also

wrote several more polished and
satires. Dryden received good
sation for all his writings.
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what
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no water, taps the stalk of this plant,
and finds in the sap a very useful substi-

witnessed elsewhere, except an ample
display of fractured bones, gathered from
battlefields.
Nearly an entire tier of
shelves, running the whole length of the
building, is filled with a large number
seemingly of every bone and joint in the
human system, some slightly cracked by
a spent or glancing bullet, others fractured into many pieces nearly from end
to end, with the fragments neatly wired
together.
We first encounter the sculls, being
very many in number, and exhibiting
every conceivable kind and degree of
fraction. Here is one with a clear perforation made by a swift ball, passing
| through its opposite walls, there another
with
a partially spent minnie bullet half
embedded, and remaining
where the

wus a personal enemy of the poets. The
‘poem was a perfect success, and its sale
was rapid beyond example.
Those who
.did not recognize the justice of the satire
acknowledged its beauty and power. The
poem had its effect upon the public mind,
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appearance somewhat of our calla. The
country where it grows is subject to
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see. Two like winrows of the sculls of
those brains
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made a sight scarcely more sad and painful. And that reminds me of another
display of relies that more palpably suggests human misfortune and suffering,
which I visited immediately after leaving
the patent office. I refer to a department
of the
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